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MCPHAIL GETS THE PLUM
Thomaston Man Choice Of Knox County
Legislative Delegation For the

Executive Council
The Fifth Councilor District will ■
be represented the next two years I
by former postmaster Thomas R.
McPhail of Thomaston. In accordance with a caucus vote taken by
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Black Cat

Friends Of Frank A. Winslow Paid Tribute
To Remarkable Record As Public Speaker

The Rockland Oazatte was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and oonsolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press
(By Kay McDonald)
was established In 1896 and In 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
Banished forever are the bogies of
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
o
__________________ __ superstitution, for last night those
was done by the friends of all three,
dual jinxes. The Black Cat and Fri
Contrary to a report in circuladay the 13th, turned their reputed
[EDITORIAL]
tion the vote was not unanimous
on the first ballot. On the auUNION SENTIMENT CHANGING
thority of one of the members of
Many of the country’s labor unions arc still listed on the
side of President Roosevelt, but the sentiment Is not nearly
as lop-sided as it was in 1936, when he ran last time, and
when the vote conducted among Labor Union members regis
tered 80 percent for the President and 20 percent for his
Republican opponent Alf M. Landon. Much water has gone
over the dam since that time, and the diplomatic incumbent
of the White House is still predominant in the regard of the
union element, but the Oallup Poll, which has taken on added
significance since the very accurate survey of the Maine solu
tion shows that the Roosevelt percentage has shrunk from t
80 percent to 64 percent, while Willkie has the support of
36 percent as compared with the 20 percent which was
accorded to Landon. The A. F. L. is decidedly more favor
able to the Republican nominee than the C. I. O., the ratios
being 38 and 26 percent, respectively.

acumen resultant of a life-work'
study and application, his value to
the point of lndispcnsability, was
heartily acceded by the paper’s
principal owners. "Never yet have

(By The Roving Reporter)

THE HIDDEN ENEMY
Bad enough to be at war with another country, but there
one fights a known enemy in a give and take battle. The
United States, still at peace with the world, has an enemy
even more to be dreaded, and that enemy is the traitor who is
guilty of sabotage, which too often means the slaying of the
innocent and the unsuspecting. The New Jersey horror may
not have been sabotage, but what shall we say of that incident
nearer home, where 62 fire extinguishers at the Bath Iron
Works were found to be Ailed with gasoline Instead of a con
tent calculated to quell a blaze. The incident is told by as
reliable an informant as Lieut. Leon P. Shepard of the State
Highway Police, who is not given to sensationalism which has
no foundation in fact The citizens of Bath and the patriots
who want to see the Nation properly defended may well have
their misgivings.
Thomas R. McPhail of Thomaston

the Knox County Legislature delegation at The Thorndike Hotel
last night.
The district comprises the coun
ties of Knox Lincoln, Waldo and
Hancock and it is now Knox
County’s turn under the original
apportionment, and the selection
of a candidate rested with the dele
gation from this county. Entitled
to vote were Senator Albert B.
Elliot of Thomaston, and Repre
sentatives Cleveland Sleeper, Jr. and
Alan L. Bird of Rockland. William
T. Smith of Thomaston. Elbert
Starrett of Warren. Charles F
Dwlnal of Camden and Lloyd F.
Crockett of North Haven Senator
Elliot acted as chairman.
Three prominent Knox -County
men aspired to the position of Ex
ecutive Councilor—Mr
McPhail
who was chosen on the first ballot;
Representative Alan L. Bird of
Rockland and Alfred C. Hocking of
Thomaston.
Active campaigning

BENEFIT DANCE
AT

GLEN COVE
Saturday Night
Admission: 38c and 28c, inc. tax
Net proceeds to be given to the

Rockland Nursing Association
110-111

i the delegation it stood 4 to 3. with
Mr. Bird having the minority vote.
Thomas R. McPhail the new
member-elect of the Executive
Council, was born in Thomaston in
1877. Education in the public
schools was followed by affiliation
with the State Highway Commis
sion in laying out Route No. I. as
a civil engineer, associated with
H. S Ferguson of New York.
He Joined the Army as soon as
the United States entered the
World War in 1917, and served un
til the end of the War. being at
tached meantime to the 101st Field
Artillery Brigade and the 303d
Regiment in the capacity of ob
server.
The next step in his busy career
was employment with the Bankers’
Service Corpoiation. in the role
of field manager.
He served as postmaster at
Thomaston from 1922 to 1935. his
present vocation being agent of
the New’ York Life Insurance Com
pany
.
He has been rrtively identified
with Knox Coui’y politics and in
' the campaign Just closed was Oovernor-elect Sewa'l's lieutenant for
this section.

The first serious accident in con
nection with the construction of the
new Masonic Temple occurred this
morning, when a staging collapsed,
and one of the two occupants
crashed to the ground 12 feet below.
This was Finland Allen, who was
taken to Knox Hospital, where Dr.
North made an x-ray examination
to determine whether the man had
a sprained or broken ankle. Allen's
I companion clung to the suspended
'■ boards of the staging, escaping in
jury. He declined to give his name.

EXCURSION TOMORROW

BRINGING ’EM TO MAINE

Maybe it’s because the fish are biting better; maybe it’s
because the people are more recreationally-minded, but we
are inclined to attach considerable credit to the Maine De
velopment Commission when we learn that the sale of non
resident fishing licenses this year (with the season not yet
over) reached $101,063. as compared with $27,786 a year ago.
And while the bouquets are being passed around do not over
look the ingenious efforts of that former Rockland news
WTiter, Dick Reed. His hand Is seen in much of the pub
licity which the State is today receiving on various subjects.
MILLIONS FOR BATH

Almost staggering is the word which comes from Bath,
where shipbuilding orders have been plaoed with the Bath
Iron Works for the construction of eleven destroyers to cost
$74,943,000. But that’s not all. They are going to do a little
fixin’ up over in the neighboring city—$2,800,000 for additional
plant facilities, and $2,000,000 for widening the channel of the
Kennebec river from Bath to the ocean. Gosh!
CAMPAIGN EXPENDITURES

From Washington comes word that "excessive campaign
expenditures" are alleged on the part of Senator-elect Ralph
O. Brewster. If there was any extravagance on Brewster's
part It was certainly not manifest in this section of the State,
and for that matter it would hardly have been necessary for
Brewster to have expended a red cent. But campaigns are
not conducted in that manner, because there are always
legitimate expenses in connection with an election—doubled
now that the 6tate is saddled with the Primaries.
A PAIR OF INDEPENDENTS

It is, of course, as fair for independents to side with
Roosevelt as it is to have them swarming to Willkie, but it
arouses our ire a bit to find those two political renegades.
Mayor LaGuardia of New York and Senator Norris of Ne
braska seeking a place In the spotlight again. LaGuardia
has always posed as a Republican, gets elected as such and
would have been a factor in the Philadelphia National Con
vention if the Republicans had not been too sensible for such
a catastrophe.
BOUND FOR BRUNSWICK

Bath, dry on two of the referendum questions, now fore
sees an exodus to the Brunswick oasis, where citizens of other
dry towns flock. The loss of business is, of course, one of the
effective arguments used by the "wets," and undoubtedly has
much to do with the result in each Rockland election. Bath
probably voted out the beer parlors for fear they might not
be helpful to the cause of that industrial center.
FORD. OR LA GUARDIA

Henry Ford has formally endorsed Wendell L. Willkie,
declaring "I am completely satisfied that he means to do
exactly what he says, and is competent to do it without
evasion or excuse." And if Henry Ford’s support doesn't
considerably more than offset Mayor LaGuardia's defection
we miss our guess.
THE VOTE IN MAINE

(Lewiston Journal)
Some 500,000 ballots were printed for the Maine election.
The total vote for governor was 34,981 short of two years
ago.
The total vote was 262,257.

The senatorial vote fell off 56.722.
These are the lowest totals since 1930.
They comprise a record, NOT t« be proud of.

BELOIN’S INN

CAMDEN, ME., 1 !4 MILES NORTH ON U. S. ROUTE 1
Next Sunday—Sept. 15—marks the final Penobscot Bay ex

cursion for the season. It Is the last call for 1940.
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—1% Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven

for Swan's Island and way landings.

For a shorter sail- -25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven

ROAST TURKEY DINNER
75c

hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven. $1.50; North Haven, $1.50;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island, $3.00.

■

This is Frank A. Winslow, associate editor of The Courier-Gazette,
who was last night honored by his fellow employes on the occasion of his
200th lecture.

Ill omen inside out till joy came . we seen you other than the perfect
and patient gentleman'’ was one
smiling through.
As masters of ceremony say, "The truism of the messabe.
“I like to think of a friend as one
Black Cat needs no Introduction,"
' who knows ail about you and likes
for he has been presented a couple
you just the same. That is the way
of hundred times from the lecture
I think of Frank A. Winslow," said
platform as Frank A. Winslow, as
Mayor Veazie in a warm avowal of
sociate editor of The Courier-Ga
amity and respect. "Often have I
zette. In recognition of his ascent
sought his help and counsel, and
to second century mark in public
never In vain; I am glad to add my
address, the office associates, past
personal tribute to the many ex
and present, and other friends of
pressed here tonight.”
the County's star Journalist tend
A gift of a watch chain, pen
ered him a complimentary luncheon
knife and dress ensemble was pre
at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head,
sented to Mr. Winslow, after which
where, from a cavalcade of cars, a
he gave his 205th talk (he modestly
company of 33. all good friends and
disclaims the words “lecture" or
true, disembarked in jovial spirit
“address"). In smoothly spaced
and feasted on chicken and sea
diction, unruffled by a hesitant
foods, venting informal good fel
phrase, he sketched a graphic re
lowship the while.
sume of experiences in the field of
John M. Richardson, whose inti
oral delivery, from his initial ap
mate press association with the
pearance before the Rockland Ro
guest of honor singled him as toast
tary Club at the behest of W I. Ayer
master. voiced the nature of the
to his latest recital “Silent Riders"
assembly—a tribute of fond regard
an account of a trip to Philadelphia
to a comrade, contact with whom
and the World's Fair.
has enriched their lives. A letter of
Speaking engagemens have occa
kindly wishes and congratulatory
sioned coverage of 6000 miles, in 10
sentiment was read from Miss Rose
counties. 31 towns and eight cities.
McNamara, a former Courier-Ga
An audience of nine was his smal
zette compositor who was unable to
lest <but most receptive and enthu
attend Other erstwhile employes
siastic) and a grouping of 125 elite
who sent personal remembrances
culb women, his mast impressive.
and regrets of unavoidable absence
Though usually devoid of monetary
were: Mrs. Charlotte Brackett. Mrs.
| aspect, one of the Winslow talks of
Oladys Heistad, Mrs. Elvie Curtis
20-minute duration was appreciated
and Mrs. Harriet Wolf.
with a $20 gratuity. “Never did I
From Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller
dream that my time would ever be
was read an expression of appre
worth $1 a minute!” drolly re
ciation for the faithfulness and ef
marked the speaker, as chuckles
ficiency of the active chief in the
sounded through the room.
paper's news department. As a city
"Flirting with Fame" was verbal
editor endowed with judgment and
output No. 1. Its subject matter
was based on various interviews
with celebrities such as Mark Twain,
TEL. CAMDEN 2502
Carrie Nation and scores of others,
CHARLES A. LUNDELL off-the-record
incidents being re
Lessons on
counted for "human interest" angle.
PIANO, ACCORDION. SPANISH Knox County's participation in the
and HAWAIIAN GUITARS
World War supplied material for
the second sheaf of notes (but he
At Your Home
(Continued on Page Six)

LOBSTER DINNER
SPECIAL 75c

BEANO
MONDAY EVENING

on Sunday, Sept. 15
or Sunday, Sept. 22

AUNT LYDIA’S TAVERN

MRS. YORK’S BEANO
SPEAR BLOCK STARTS 7.30
Free Chicken and Beef Dinners

Bed Spread Given Away

WALDOBORO, ME.

111-lt

111 ’It

PLEASANT ST. BRIDGE

SPECIAL FOR SUNDAY
With Dressing and Giblet Gravy, Vegetable,
Dessert and Coffee

REGULAR LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS
SERVED DAILY
Party Reservations in Semi-Private Dining Room

PHONE CAMDEN 2336

Number 111.

Volume 95

CLOSED
The Pleasant Street Iron Bridge Is Closed to
all vehicular traffic until further notice.

Per order,

City of Rockland,
E. R. Veazie, Mayor.

The World's Fair of 1940 in New : There's something very comfort
York is recognized as being the ing about the reflection that Indian
greatest Expasition of all times. It Summer will be with us before the
closes Oct. 27, and will from then real blitzkrieg begins on the coal
on be closed forever. Crass sec bln.
tions of the accomplishments of I
our country and of other countries
The salvia beds are Jflst new in
of Europe, some of which may cease their glory—brightest objects cn
to exist in the future, are portrayed ' the horizon, If we except those
at the World's Fair of 1940 in New Socony trucks.
York.
One of the joys of the school
I never pass a farmer's dooryard year Is found in the High School
where pumpkins and squashes are department which again takes its
ripening without a bit of a thrill, place in these columns, compiled by
for It reminds me of my boyhood the pupils, and supervised by Mrs.
days on a modest farm where we Ruth Spear. Parents are urged to
read it, by all means.
raised great quantities of these
colorful vegetables. From a distant
County Commissioner Bailey of
garden I conveyed them to tlie
Sagadahoc County gives his opinion
barn in a wheelbarrow, and through
that the Carlton Bridge will be
the fall and early winter chopped
free of toll in January. A hundred
them up for the cows to eat. No,
or more Knox County football fans
pumpkins and squashes have never
would like to see it free before the
lost their attractiveness for me.
college season opens.
Thks item was inspired by the dis
play near the entrance to Oakland
The "Bond brothers," though in
Park.
reality they are cousins, have been
guests at The Thorndike Hotel this
Writes our Cushing correspond week, renewing there the cribbage
ent. Carrie Geyer: "A very old and hostilities which have made them
undoubtedly forgotten grave has quite famous the State over. One
been discovered on Stone Island, season they played 4500 games, and
thought by some to be that of Wil with three and one-half months yet
liam Marshall, who once lived there to go they have neared the 3000carrying on a farm on that island. inark. It is said of them that they
It was discovered by Halsy Flint, would stop in the middle of a wil
who goes lobster fishing from that derness to play cribbage.
island.
One year ago; Oov Barrows ad
Bath's boom has caused a gain of dressed the Rockland Lions Cluo,
89 students In Morse High Spools. lamenting the small vote on the
Heavens! Does this mean 8.) more highway bond issue.—Myron J,
athletes for the Rockland teams to Hahn. 84 died at his home on State
face?
street—Stephen P. Gould, son of
Judge and Mrs. E K Gould, died In
A bit too earl, to be planning the Washington. D C., aged 42 years.-Thanksgiving dinner. By the way, The local sardine faxorlets were
when Is Thanksgiving?
receiving a steady supp'.y of fish.

SECRETARY BRAY SPOKE
Henry J. Sinnett of Portland was
elected president of the Maine
League of Loan and Building Asso
ciations at the 42d annual conven
tion at Lakewood Thursday
Other officers named were Emery
F. Bean. Augusta, vice president;
Leo Gardner Sheshong, Portland,
secretary-treasurer; Frank E. Flem
ing, Sanford; Clyde P. Compton,
Brunswick; Harry D. Benson, Ban
gor; George C. Wing, Jr., Auburn;
Erving L. Rich, Portland, and J.
Albert Jameson, Rockland, execu
tive committee.
Speakers included Dana M Cot
ton, director of vocational guidance,

Maine State Department of Edu
cation; Fred H. Gabbi, Portland;
I. Lawton Bray. Rockland; Carl R.
Wright. Sanford; Norton H. Lamb,
Portland; Herbert Faulkner, presi
dent of the American Savings and
Loan Institute of Boston; Clyde
T. Congdon, Brunswick and Andrew
Beck, state bank ccmrmssioner. A
banquet ended the sessions.
Mr Bray’s subject "My Impres
sions As a New Secretary," and the
address conveyed to the gathering
some highly interesting and pro
gressive views of an official whase
work has already impressed the
State organization, as it has the
officials of the local organization

Hancock One-Sided

legislative class, Clifford M. Willey,
Jr., had easy sledding against Clar
ence Morgan .also of Ellsworth. Mr.
Willey's combined total was 1604 to
Mr. Morgan's 485. The other five
representatives elected, all Repub
licans, were Cleaves P. Clapp of
Brooklln, Frank M. Pierce of Bucksport, Donald W. MacLeod of Bar
Harbor, Raymond L. Teel of Long
Island Plantation, and Darwir. A.
Morrison of Oouldsboro. Mr. Teel
Is said to be the first representative
that Long Island Plantation has
ever sent to the State Legislature.
Arthur W. Patterson, up to suc
ceed himself for Judge of Probate,
Clara E. Mullen, veteran register
of Probate, Frederick L. Larrabee,
nominee for county attorney, and
Arthur B. Holt, Just completing his
first six-year term as county com
missioner, had no opponents.

Only Two Precincts In the
^.County Showed Demo
cratic Trend
Hancock County gave a sweeping
endorsement to the Republican party
in Monday’s election, carrying Into 1
office all candidates on the G.OP.
ticket by handsome majorities. Nor 1
man Dyer of Franklin triumphed
over his Bar Harbor opponent,
James L. Murray, for the office of
sheriff.
Of the 41 voting precincts in the
county (Ellsworth having five), only
two showed a Democratic trend.
Habitually Democratic Stonington
gave Brann 207 votes to Brewster’s I
176, but reversed itself by casting {
182 for Sewall to 169 for Redman in |
the contest for Oovernor. A Demo-;
crat and a Republican ran one-two
in the contest for State Senate, two
votes only separating them, and the
third and fourth positions were also
in that order. Only 16 votes sepa
rated top man, Luther F. Herrick,
from the bottom candidate. Harvey
R. Emery, who inciderftally le«j tne
senatorial race in the county-wide
contest.
The other stubborn stronghold,
from a Republican viewpoint, was
Winter Harbor. But here Brar.n
gained only six votes on Brewster,
Redman three on Sewall, and Cur
ran four on Fellows. Republican
Norman Dyer, however, kept the
town from going 100 percent.
The town of Sorrento showed
itself the most one-sided precinct
in the county, giving Sewall a 22 to
1 ratio.
In the Ellsworth-Blue Hill-Surry

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tt I had my ule to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loes of these
tastes la a loss of happlnesa—Charles
Darwin

MVSIC
Hold how you may whet masks to hide
your dreaming.
I will delight In beauty as you go.
Solaced awhile for what was lately
seeming
Waiting and woe—
Bent Is my head, in little nods cares
sing
The warmth of these old. spangled
melodies.
Or swept with wind that sobs this
night confessing
But wintry trees!
Wound me anew, let fly the lightest
arrows
Wtnged and adrlp with sound, old
cares among—
Be still the speech that silence nar
rows
Into fresh songl
,
—Anne Ryan.
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! members .of Honesty Grange of
Morrill were present by invitation,
also others from Centre Montville,
THREE-TniF.S-A-WFFK
Liberty and Mystia Grange. An
Worn By Washington Civil
Important Changes Are
News items from all of the Pa I open meeting was declared for the
But to do good and to communi
War Veteran Brought
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Announced At the P. 0.,
cate forget not: for with such sac- [
literary program, which several,
here.
Memories In Appleton
others attended. Honesty Grange i
rlfices Ood is well pleased.—Heb.
Beginning Next Monday
furnished a fine program, the'
13: 16.
Tranquility Grange of Lincoln- | young people’s orchestra and Les iEdkor of TI-« Ccuner-Gazette.
Effective next Monday, mail for
ville met recently with all officers Merrithew being especialy enjoyed. ! Tbe picture of Charles P. Howard
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
present. The ladies’ degree team ’ stereopticon pictures of a trip ' and his Kossuth hat recently pubington, Deer Isle, Sargentville.
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
impressively conferred the third i through the western! States we-e, lished in your paper, reminds me
Every
week-day:
9
a
m.
lo
8
30
p.
m.
Sunset. Isle au Haut, Swans Island,
and fourth degrees on four can- i shown by Stillman White of Centre j cf a time ]ong flgo when a yery
• • • •
Minturn, Atlantic and Frenchboro.
"I would
De aa poor
Following
the work Montville, assisted by Mrs. Walter d
, f .
"I
would ratner
rather be
poor man
man in
ln dictates.
will close at the Post Office at 2.30
a garret with plenty of books than Worthy Lecturer Seraphine Paulk- Byers of Victor Grange. Music by i “ J
e
*
e "
By The Pupils
p. m„ daily except Sunday.
a King who did not have reading. ’ Ingham presented a program cot- i Byers Brothers of Liberty Grange, iaft€r the War. His had been
Mail from island offices is due
sisting of several songs ’.ed by music
Mrs. Gott of Camden and ' carefully saved until his return.
—Macaulay
The lunch room in the gym will to arrive at Rockland Post Office
Roger Heald. accompanied by H»;l#n [ w G Drinkwater of Victor Grange | There were other 'all hats, but
Back
to
school
again!
be presided over at recess time at 10.30 a. m.
The library extends to the teach Hnrvev at the piano; Louise Met were the other features which iI the Kossuth was different and
this v°at by member, of ths Home
Effective Monday there will be
a
ers
and pupils of Rockland a cor calf, comic reading; Carl Mathews, were pleasurable. Remarks. oy chMlik j
Economics Club. Pcur Junicr girls no dispatch of mail from Rockland
_
dial Invitation to make liberal use rec‘'ation of petm and several Deputy C. E. Heal and other visitJane Packard. Eloise Law, Ruth via truck to Brunswick, which has
of its resources. The library is storns, May Scruton. reading of ir.g members closed the program, ItoId me that a foreigner came to this
Johnson, t*td Ruth Wotton, have been leaving Rockland at 8 14
cpen
week-days from 9 a. m. until “Dads Pipe." A Dountiful har after which all marched to the din- I country ,and wore one, and they
been cnosen from the Club to carry throughout the Summer. The last
8 30 p. m„ and you will find the vest feast brought the happy eve ing hall for a baked bean and were copied and liked, but it must
on t'nir project cf selling ccndy. dispatch of the day will close at
librarian and her staff ready to ning to a close, TranqiJllity Grange pastry supper, A social hour foi- have been some years before as I
ice cream, and hot dogs for thc the Post Office at 4.15 p. m. Please
I find in history that Kossuth came
is expecting a challenge stor. lor lowed.
serve, you at all times.
first part of the year.—Eloise Law deposit mail for this dispatch be
• • • •
Its
loving
cup.
Any
Grange
inter

here in 1840.
» • • •
The Vacation Reading Club
fore 4 p. m„ if possihle.
ested may write for information
Louis Kossuth, a Hungarian, was
The third and fourth degrees will
closed
Saturday
Sept.
7th.
with
an
Tiie Seniors held their first class
Effective Sunday, Sept. 22, tlie
to tlie worthy .ecturer,
be conferred on two candidates at provis.onal Oovernor during the
enrollment
of
40
children,
15
read

• • • •
meeting of the year Thursday only dispatch on Sunday will close
the meeting of Weymouth Grange Hungarian War for independence
ing the required number cf books
morning to determine what mea at the Post Office at 3 p. m. The
At the latest meeting of Victor of Thomaston Monday night, Mar in 1848 and 1849. . , Exiled, hs visit
for
certificates.
The
awards
will
sures should be taken to initiate corridor will be open on Sunday,
Grange of Searsmont, several tinsville Orange offlicatlng for the ed tlie United States from 1851 to
be made at a Story Hour later In
the Freshmen. It was voted to have the 22d, from 10 a. m., until 3 p. m.
I third, and Weymoutli Grange foi 1852 and attempted to arouse the
the
month.
the annual Freshman Reception
Other arrivals and dispatches
is Upton Sinclair’s greatest work, the fourth. Following the meeting American people to support the
Of
tlie
many
new
books
added
re

next Friday night, with these com will remain as at present until
cause of Hungary. The U. S. Gov
harvest supper will be served.
cently we recommend the follow and well worth reading.
mittees: decorating, Priscilla Braz daylight saving time ends.
ernment refused to Interfere ln the
To the Indies by C. S. Forester.
ing
for
your
enjoyment:
The hours named above are all
ier; orchestra. Doris Gatti: clean
affairs of European powers. But hls
New England: Indian Summer A tale of Columbus' third voyage RAZORVILLE
up, Donald Borgerson; entertain daylight saving time.
110-111
eloquence aroused great enthusiasm.
to the New World from which he
by
Van
Wyck
Brooks.
A
wholly
Mrs.
Blanche
Johnson
is
spend

ment. Elmer Havener; booth, Irv- I
------------------Zachary Taylor was President at
satisfying completion to its fore returned, broken and disgraced and ! ing a few days with her cousin.
lng McConchie; initiation. Jack UTJiL TL
Rniidorc
that
time, but died in otilce ln 1850.
in
chains.
The
chief
character
is
j
runner Flowering of New England.
Edith Overlock.
The Ormond In the war with Mexico Oen. Tay
Wood. Plans Indicate a joyous oc- " *'■’* ' **C DOWIciS
a middle-aged Spanish lawyer,
In
this
volume
Mr.
Brooks
uses
the
Loomises
entertained
Mrs.
Johnston
casion for all. Parents are in
Jameses, Mowells. Henry Adams, Den Narciso Rich, sent by Ferdi and Mrs. Overlock at dinner Tues lor had gained a brilliant victory
vited.—Priscilla Brazier
and was called "Old Rough and
"S. A, R.“ Quits the Big
as well as Eugene O’Neill. Amy nand to investigate the Admirals day night.
Ready" and had become a national
actions as viceroy.
A splendid
Burg
To
Remind
Them
Of
Lowell.
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millay,
Trinity Union meets Sept. 22 at hero. He was nominated by the
Barbara
Murray,
Angelena
Robert Frost and Edwin Arlington story that men will enjoy.
His Warnings
D'Agostino, and Jean Clukey have
Tassels on her boots by Arthur the Baptist Church. Palermo Cen Whigs aud elected against such
Robinson.
It
is
sure
to
be
popular.
ter. The church has been recently
returned
for a post-graduate
Country Editor by Henry B Hough Train. For background, the au- reopened and needs the helpful competitors as Clay and Webster.
No doubt about it now, the 1940- 1
course, and others who are finish
B. N G.
.
...........
thor
has
chosen
New
York
City.
Mr. Hough tells with numerous
ing their Summer employment plan 41 bowling season has started and J
Appleton Sept. 12.
anecdotes and character sketches , Around Berry Carter, a young law presence of all those who can at
I look to see a big year for all con
tend.
to enroll as P. G.'s later.
cerned.
Not being present for j
his story of the 20 years he has yer from South Carolina, and lovely
• • • •
The Norman Pradds have re
The score of the Edward Little
Katherine
O
’
Carroll,
he
tells
his
the past season, a lot of balls have j
served as editor and publisher of
Ruth Seabury and Evelyn Gray rolled down the alley and these
High Schcol vs. Rockland football
the Vineyard Oazette. a country story of New York Society and turned to Lincoln, Mass,
are in charge of activity tickets ' same balls have produced some out
Miss Marion Loomis has bought game in Auburn last night was 30-0.
weedy published at Edgartowrt on politics in the General Grant era.
this year, and report about 600 standing records, that the fans of
WEEI. of the Columbia Broad- ties. Jimmie does the singing. Martha’s Vineyard.
More than Together with the pleasing ro the Weeks lot in North Washing in favor of Edward Little, and al
being sold so far.
though the score sounds dlscourag! Knox County should hear bout.
casting System. Inc., will celebrate yodelling and plays the guitar,
story of a country editor. mance and the account of Barry's ton from Mrs. Blanche Johnston,
• • • •
the
Rockland team looked very
the
return
of
Jimmie
and
Dick,
while
Dick
chimes
in
onee-ln-a
part
in
breaking
the
rule
of
an
xhe
Q,.
mon<
j
Loomis
family
leaves
You all know about that Post
he presents a picture of life in
Two casuallties have taken place Office team, which captured the “Those Novelty Boys from the while with his South Dakota tenor. an American small town.
unscrupulous gang, there is an , tomorrow fOr their home in Wash- good and simply failed to click.
Edward Little made 14 first downs,
during the Summer: Dick Spear championship, but what you don't Oolden West" with their guitar- He also plays the accordion and
Small potatoes by Emily Muir. amount of Barry's part in break- jngton d C
against eight made by Rockland.
ls back using a cane, due to a know about is this: On that team accordion arrangements of their ’ fiddle.
ing
the
rule
of
an
unscrupulous
The scene of this story is the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bowes, Mrs. For Rockland Don Chaples and
sprained knee; and Richard Sim there is a man who says little, but I Jiill-bllly selections sung in their
These two hail and well-met coast, the principal charatcer a gang, there is an amount of in
mons, youngest pupil in the sopho does Ins talking with the scores he own inimitable style at 6.30 a in friendly boys have won the hearts boy of 14, called, because of nis teresting and amusing "little old Vinnie Bowes. Mrs. Nettie Linscott Boardman were tile shirs, Chaples
and Mrs. Maud Howard were visi making two long runs. Kelley of
more class, is back with a broken puts up and the matches he helps Monday
of thousands throughout New Eng- lack of usefulness around the New York" background.
Edward Little scored a touchdown
arm. due to a fall from a pumpkin to win for his team. Of course II
Chalice by Mary Frances Doner. tors Tuesday in Rockland.
Jimmie Dana Marvin Pierson land and their fan mail is recorded homestead, "small potatoes ’ The
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins of on a kickoff, a distance ot 82 yards.
sweet apple tree.
comes from White Cloud, Kansas, among the highest of any artists story tells of hls life on the farm, The story of Jane Halloran from
am
referring
to
Dardy
Rackliff.
the
V • • •
North Union have moved to the The ball field was Jammed with an
postal man and very, very import and Dick Richard Benjamin Klasi in this section of the country. They of fishing expeditions with his the age of six thru childhood,
attendance of 3000.
Pupils of Senior High were given ant cog on the P. 6. team Here comes from Utica. South Dakota.1 read every card and letter from uncles, and of hls gradual develop youth and early maturity, war Morris Powell property.
a warm welcome by Chairman I are a few of Rackliffs feats, per- Both boys come from large families, I their radio fans with keen interest ment into a real personality. There years, struggles fcr* recognition as
James Moulaison, president of the formed on the lanes at the Star who still live on their ranches out ’ and answer many of them person- are many other interesting charac an artist and the reunion of a
Senior class, and by Principal Alleys.
West. You can always distinguish , ally. Their radio address is "500 ters. especially the buy s uncles, childhood sweetheart. The early
Blaisdell. at the opening general
On Feb 5, 1940. Rackliff broke the the boys by their original wearing on your dial." WEEI, The Friendly who give the story much of its hu scenes depict life in city and
country in the Great Lakes region.
assembly Tuesday morning. Supt existing city recordl for 10 strings apparel as they dress alike and wear , Voice of Boston and the Columbia mor and “Dov.p East" tang.
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
Books of the lighter type: Spider
Cumming was guest speaker, and when he rolled 1340. an average of Western Yippees instead of neck- Broadcasting System.
Maine Tides by Wilbert Snow Mr.
and
the
Fly
by
R.
A.
J.
Walling.
1
have
several Houses and Farms at
Lillian Savage led devotions—Lu- exactly 124 per string and in this
Snow needs no introduction to
cille Stanley
group, he tied the all-time and city
Rockland people. This latest book The beautiful woman by Sophie
Very Reasonable Prices
record of 670 for five strings, this BURKETTVILLE
of poems. Is descriptive of the daily Kerr, Oallant Fraud by Elizabeth
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
Mrs. Ralph Kennard and son
Frank A. Winslow associate editor being held by the one and only
life, the people, their work, their A. Heath. Gypsy, Gypsy! by Rumer
Godden, Whiteoak heritage by
of The Courier-Gazette will be the Great Arico. The 10 string decord Ralph have returned to Boston
at once
thoughts,
and
the
events
of
a
Mrs. Andrews Finds a
speaker at next Tuesday s assem- of 1240. passes the 1221 formerly after a short visit with Mrs. KenMaine coast village of a generation Mazo de la Roche. 30.000 on the
Terms ran be arranged on some of them.
Ghostly Tombstone—
bly. Willis I. Ayer hasaccepted held by John Thomas, which has 1 nard’s parentsMr. and Mrs. Frank
ago.
Illustrated with full-page Hoof by Zane Orey. Out of the
283 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
by Joseph Lincoln, Letty and
an invitationto be present
with stayed high since 1934
Arico and Hatch.
“Ming Toy” Meets Match photographs of the village and the Fog
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
Mr. Winslow
Rackliff now hold thefive-string
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Smallwood
shore. The book is sure to be in the Law by Faith Baldwin. Valley
SITAcfitf
of the Sun by Clarence B. Kelland. j
** * *
record at 670.On top of this
sen- ! of Mansfield. Mass., and Mr. and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
great demand.
Office boys chosen from the two saticnal group of totals. Dardy and Mrs. George Kirk of Foxboro. Mass.
Mrs. Miniver by Jan Struthers.
Mr. Andrews and I recently visi
Junior Business Training classes Chatto took the P. O. to Bangor for were guests last weekend of Mr. ted an old cemetery in Bremen. A collection of story sketches, filled
for this week and next are Irving the roll-offs there and walked and Mrs. Chester Hannan.
I We found there a grave having a with sayings and doings of Mrs.
Small. Albert Smith, Gordon Wot- away with $107. worth of prize
William Mitchell Harland Pease
Miniver. She is a heart-warming
ton, Benjamin Shapiro, Lee Wot- money.
j aRd Kenn;th Mltchell wh0 have stone with a skull engraved across symbol of the pleasant side of ex
ton. Onni Kangas. and Ronald
I realize that Dardy is one of the j employment at the State Fish its top. giving it a very ghostly ap istence. Against the shadow of
Packard Louise Seavey has been best bowlers in the city, but what Hatchery in Auburn were visitors pearance. It read: "In memory of the present she holds up to view
James Yeates who died April 7, the everyday comings and goings
stenographer in Principal Blais- people overlook is this fact—no i j,ere Sunday
dell s office.
1793. aged 93 years."
matter where he goes to bowl, the
of family life. Mrs. Miniver is
Mrs. S. B Miller was guest Sun
totals generally are well above the
We then visited the attractive charming and humorous, and
day
of
her
daughter
Mrs.
Clark
The Senior advisors have this 100 average, and when anyone can
town of New Harbor and from readers everywhere should wtlcome
week planned the assemblies for do that, you have what the boys Dearborn ln Union.
there went to Mink Ranch which her.
Mr. and Mrs. Ravmond Pease is about two years old. There were
the first nine weeks of school. call a money bowler.
Madame Dorothea by Sigrid Und
There will be outside speakers,
Speaking of Mr Chatto, the sec- , have moved t0 North SuUon’ N H about 309 mink, each occupying a set. In this new novel, the au
movies, a Pitt Parker program ond part of tliat terrific Post Office *'here Hr. Pease has employment separate wire crate. They will be thor sets her scene in the 18th
from Boston, a Senior student as- combination, you also find a steady ‘ ln a saw
twice as large in November. They century Norway, and in it she deals
Mrs. Linwood Mitchell has re are shipped to New York in lots with the problems of love, family,
sembly with Geraldine Norton as reliable man. who likes the game
chairman, a subscription contest, and who is not far behind Rack- turned home from Union after car of 60.
life, and religion. The story hinges
and a pupil program by the civics liff, when it comes to the last box., ing for her father Marcellus Cun
It was feeding time and they on the disappearance of Madame
classes on election day, Nov. 5.
Maybe you don’t remember the ningham, who was ill.
were running back and forth in Dorothea's husband.
Next to
* • * •
warning I gave the Knox County
Schools began Wednesday In their crates, making a most unusual Dorothea and her sons, the most
Associates of Albert McCarty in fans, two years ago. Well I told , this district with Mrs. Mabel sight. Their food is fish, tomatoes, outstanding character is her dom
the Senior and Junior High liad a you the most improved bowler of ' Meservey of Appleton teaching the olive oil and canned meats covered ineering mother. Readers of Sig
get-together at the home of Prin- | all was Wimpy Chatto. Just to primary and Augustus Demers of with sulphur and all ground up to rid Undset will delight in her lat
cipal and Mrs. Blaisdell on Shaw show you what I mean. Chatto only Gardiner teaching the Grammar gether. A mixing room contains a est work.
avenue, last night. Those attend- went in for bowling three years ago School
refrigerator with a capacity of 400
Worlds End by Upton Sinclair,
ing were Miss Stahl, Mr. and Mrs. and at present, he clips off strings
Miss Ruth Mitchell has returned pounds of meat. Two men are An historical novel dealing with
Ludwick. Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Mr. , of 150. 140, 130. 120, quite often and to Dorchester, Mass., after a weeks kept busy all the time caring for Europe and Americans ln Europe
and Mrs. Bowden, Miss deRoche- his average is well above the 100 vacation from her duties at the the animals.
from 1913-1919. The hero. Lanny
A picture aside from the mink Budd, is the son of an American
Mr"1 n^hin
"|)(ar' inark- for straight rolling
I ask j chamber of Commerce building In
Mrs. Robinson. Miss Nottage. Mr. . you confidentially what game do Boston.
was when "Ming Toy ’ met the pro munitions manufacturer. With his
•LONG INSTANCE*
and Mrs. Nutter, Mr.s. Rogers you know of. that a man can adprietor's dog which is a Great
The Central Maine Power Co. Dane. They looked like Mutt and mother, Lanny lives chiefly in
Miss Lawry, Miss Brown, Mr. Han- vance in, as fast as this?
WITH THE
Paris, traveling in other countries,
son, Miss Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
The secret of this fine bowling is is erecting poles in this vicinity.
Jeff.
Mrs. John Andrews.
meeting many of the famous
Mrs Maynard Sukeforth. Fiank
Hopkins, Miss Kneeland, Miss of course a liking for the game, and
Rockport. Sept. 14.
people of the day.
When his
Nichols. Mr. Edwards. Miss Thomp- steady practice. Not knowing how Sukeforth and Fernald Mitchell
father visits Europe he draws
son and Supt. and Mrs. Cumming. 1 most of the bowlers are hitting were callers Friday on Mr. and Hope and Arthur L. Taylor of Wal Lanny into the international in
Mr. McCarty was presented a gift, them, I will not make any predic Mrs. Frank Raye of Wiscasset.
tham. Ma.ss.
trigues of the armament makers,
Hear tho Radior^^r. today
and given good wishes for his year tions as to what is to come this
while a revolutionary uncle shows
—thrill to its majestic tone—
of study at Boston University.
Winter, but I have a feeling that SOUTH HOPE
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette him the other side. World's End
* ’ ’ ‘
there will be plenty cf action from
8S563 • You have a new thrill in store for you when you see ond hear
Miss Edith Dunbar was guest last
Enrollment according to cla ves Thomaston Camden, Rockland and weekend of her sister, Mrs. Wendell
this Model 8S563 with the celebrated Radiorgan! The very touch of
this year shows: Seniors, 106; Ju-‘Vinalhaven.
your fingers is magic when you operate the Radiorgan . . . rich golden
Emery in Rockland.
niors, 95; Sophomores, 134; Fr^shCne other record has gone by the
tone, blended as your fingers dictate. This splendid radio has 8 tubes
Miss Charlotte Robbins went
men. 133, and post graduates. 3. board, also at the Star Alleys and Monday to Farmington for her1
including heater cathode rectifier tube. Rotor Wavemagnet, 10 in.
making a total of 471 ln Senior this by one of the Thomaston Ter- senior year at Normal School.
Speaker, Automatic Tuning, Receives American ond foreign broadcasts.
HAS
THE
H'Sb
J rors, Chet Smalley, the left hand
Television button, Black Arrowflash dial. Cabinet 40’A in. high hos
Miss Annie Hart is teaching in i
ed terror. He broke
the
____ __ team the Union grade school.
lovely walnut finish.
Awnings, large or small, hammock bowling record, hitting 613 for five
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Simmons of j
tops, chair backs and seats, boat j strings, in a three-man team Rockland were callers Monday at
Less a liberal allowance
covers. All sorts of canvas work.‘match. Here my good bowlers of HA Hart's.
for your old radio
Buy
a
home
through
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W, Knox County, is another fellow I
A. E. Whipple visited the past
1
a Savings Bank mort
16 Willow St.
73-tf ’A'amed you about, on the night week in Rhode Island.
_______________________________ Thomaston took the 5-man team
School began Monday with Mrs.
gage and your “rent
title away from Camden. Teamed Olive Crockett of Camden as
money" in
many
: with George Davis, also of the teacher.
cases
will
pay
off
the
Thomaston Terrors, they make a
Miss Grace Greenwood and Mrs.
6D5I0 • Just the radio for that extra set
nice pair in a doubles match and Sherbourn of Marlboro, Mass, were 1
mortgage.
around the house, its gleaming brown p
this Winter I hope to see them both callers recently on Miss Hattie A.
cabinet will harmonize in the bedroom, kitchen
in action. How would you bowling Boggs.
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
fans like to see the famous Grover
or den. Hos a 6 tube chassis including heater
simplest. Consider these advantages:
of Camden and Chet Smalley of Dr. Cyrus F. Taylor
cathode rectifier tube. Wavemagnet (no
Thcmaston roll 20 strings for the
Word has been received of the
title. It can happen so stand by death. Sept. 5, in Pueblo, Col., of
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
aeriol or ground required), R. f. .4 ) Q Jfor action this winter.
Dr. Cyrus Freeland Taylor. Dr.
individually to meet your own particular situ
Circuit, deep-toned speaker, re- 3
yQ
Two other boys who also toss a Taylor was a native of this place,'
ceives American broadcasts.
Borrow "On Your Own" . . . We
ation.
mean ball are Arico and Gardner son of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Taylor.
prefer to make loans of $25 to
I will do my best to bring the one
After receiving hls doctor's de- |
2.
Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
$250 or more on just your sigand
only
Great
Arico
out
of
retire

gree
from Bowdoin College, he lo
aature. And our New, Shorter
of
interest, to suit your budget.
ment and match him with Frank cated for a time in Appleton and!
Application saves you time!
Gardner, who is more than willing. Washington but while yet a young
3.
5% on mortgages in good standing interest
'fe/tAtmaV FINANCE CO.
Well that's my story fans and man went to Colorado where he
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
please excuse my interest in the had resided for 60 years. He re- j
MARTIN I. RIEI,skinny sticks. I have been down tired a few years ago on account I
amortized in 1 5 years.
LY, Mgr. Room No.
in the city for some time and will of ill health, after many years cf
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
have to check up on some of the successful practice.
1155, 241 Water St.
stars. Oh yes, I almost forgot
Augusta. Me. Small
He is survived by his wife, Mr.s.
Loan Statute License No. 1.
about Ken Roes of Thomaston. Ken Nancy 'Robinson) Taylor, also a I
Charges 3% on unpaid monthlv
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
hit 173 a month ago, only eight pins native of this place; a daughter,'
balances up to $150; 2'.G0
361 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
monthly on balances above
from the city record of 181, held by four sons, a sister, Mrs. Annie Orff |
66Stf
John Thomas.
S. A. R.
of North Waldoboro; and two
■R
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Every-Other-Day

Seven thousand pounds of shad
were among the fish receipts at
Feyler's yesterday, landed by Mau
Only a iew more opportunities re
rice Thurston.
main to see the Lakewood Players’
Sea Farming Is Profitable Photo Of Capt. Gregory.
Bob Waite Tells Rotary
production of the charming and roInventor Of the Hole, To
If Gone About In the
How
Relief
Expedition
The services of 30 bean-pickers
Be
Unveiled At the
Right
Way
Went
To
Admiral
Byrd
are needed .and some may be stu
World
’s Fair
dents working out of school hours.
The Department of Sea and
A man and a dog were honored
Sept. 15—Donut Day at the World's Manager Trott of the Maine Btate
NY,P.S. the evening) evangelistic
The late Captain Hanson Croc
Fair.
guests of the Rockland Rotary Club Shore Fisheries has gone “a-farmSERMONETTE
Sept. 16 Friendship—Parent-Teacher Employment Service will furnish
service will begin. There will be
ing"
and
landlubber
agricultural
kett
Gregory
who
ls
credited
witli
Ass'n meets at schoolhouse.
yesterday, both being regarded with
the details.
special music, and Rev. Lee will
Sept. 21—Doris Heald School of
experts had better look out for being the first one to invent the ■ A Gracious Art
special interest.
preach on the subject, “My Duty
Dancing opens at Community Build
their
laurels
when
-the
profit
and
The
man
was
Bob
Waite,
Jr.,
one
At
long
last.
I
wish
to
notice
ing.
Battery E of Rockland, the Head
hole In the doughnut, is again in |
To You." Wednesday night will
loss
figures
are
compared.
It
’
s
a most gracious act by the
of the three explorers who went to
quarters Battery of the Second Bat
be the Mid-week prayer and praise
the news this week, with the an
The photograph of F A. Winslow
scholarly pastor of Emmanuel 1 service.
the rescue of Rear Admiral Byrd, clams instead of potatoes, corn,
talion and Battery F of Thomaston
on page one of this issue was made
Church. Rockland. It is in line
stricken with illness at his lonely beans and such products in this nouncement by the National Dunk
•♦••
will mobilize Monday morning, but
by Alton Hall Blackington.
outpost 123 miles below Little operation but the process is basic ing Association that commemora- i with the graciousness of many
the ensuing week or 10 cays will
At Pratt Memorial Methodist Sun
of her pastors in lhe past. How
America. The dog was one of the ally the same and If results of tive ceremonies will be held in
be stationed at their respective
day at 10.30, Dr. Guy Wilson delivers
William Young son of Alton armories. They will tnen be or
similar operations in Massachu
well
I
rqpall
them
—
Rev.
and
Byrd expedition's famous huskies.
Mayflower Court on “Donut Dunk
the flrst of a sermon-series on
Young, has joined the Thomaston dered to Portland, but their exact
Mrs Kimmel. Rev. Mr. Stratton, Friendship “Co-operation among
It all sounded like a page out of setts and the Maritime Provinces
ing Day" at the World's Fair, Sun
Company of National Guards.
are
any
criterion
the
yield
should
Rev. Mr. Chapin and others.
fiction, but (Bob Waite, Jr, was re
destination is not yet determined.
friends" being his theme. The eve
day, Sept. 15.
Some weeks ago Rev. Dr. John
citing historical facts still fresh in be exceptional.
Batteries E and F will eventually
ning subject at 7 will be “Some
The
National
Dunking
Associa

This work isn't by any means an
The Industrial Accident Commis reach full strength of 104 men
Smith lowe repeated ln his pul
the minds of readers who closely
lessons from the destruction of an
tion
has
also
asked
a
Camden
man.
experiment
but
a
hard-headed
sion will hold hearings in the Mu Their present strength is about 75.
followed the fate of the second Ant
pit a sermon delivered by his
ancient city." Men's Class at 9.30
business proposition launched by Fred Crockett, son of Mr. and , friend. Rev. William Quay Rosnicipal Court room, next Wednes
arctic expedition.
and all Sunday School classes at
Mrs.
David
Crockett
of
Camden,
Commissioner Greenleaf to check
day at 2 o'clock.
selle,
D
D..
Pastor
Emeritus
of
Waite
was
radio
operator
and
Ronald Craig, photo engraver lor
noon, including Baraca. and the
to attend the ceremonies as the
a
long,
steady
decline
in
Maine
the
First
Baptist
Church
of
Mal

electrician of tlie “Ice Party” at
the Houlton Pioneer-Times, is
mid-week service on Tuesday com
official
representative
of
Camden.
clam
production.
The
Department
den. Mass. It so happened that
After a very busy Summer J. G. spending several days this week in
Little America.
plete the regular services. Young
Fred
is
related
to
the
famed
Cap

Oath leaves today for a trip to Phil intensive work at The Courler-Ga
He prefaced this tale of adven isn't going about this job in any tain through both hls father's and , it was tlie last sermon Dr. Ros- [ People’s meetings will begin Oot. 6.
wait
and
hope"
manner
but
ls
us

selle
ever
preached.
How
prone
adelphia, New York, Niagara Falls |zette office with Kenneth B. Orcutt.
» • • •
ture with a brief history of South
mother's families. Fred's mother
one is to accept these kindly
and Montreal, where he plans to the photo engraver of tills plant,
Pole explorations, particularly the ing proven methods that in many
“
The
True
and
Oenuine Chris
was Mary Packard Gregory, whose
Grant
Mills
cases
have
shown
several
thousand
acts from gracious men and Dr.
enjoy his favorite sport, riding.
Greeley expedition.
in accordance with an exchange
tian" will be the subject used by
grandfather was a first cousin of
percent
returns
on
the
cost
of
the
I
owe
Is
one:
but
the
value
in
Admiral Byrd used the same ship
plan in effect among Maine news
| Rev. C. A Marstaller. for the
Captain Gregory although Mrs.
Miss Lucinda Rich went yester papers. The system cannot but mantle comedy “In Love with that Gen. Oreeley did—the Bear propagation activity.
tliis case extended beyond, In
j morning serviee which opens at
Crockett
recalls
that
he
was
al

For
many
years
now
diggers,
day to Springfield, Mass., to attend improve the workmanship ar.d Love'' by Vincent Lawrence. Louise and also used an 8000-ton ship to
that it permitted some to re
10.30 at the Littlefield Memorial
eanners and fresh clam dealers ways called “Uncle Hanson."
Lakewood's
popular convey the necessary supplies.
the 4-H Club exhibit of Camp Vail, morale of the young men blazing Campbell,
ceive the benefit of that sermon J Baptist
Church. Special music will
Fred's father is of the Crockett
have
claimed
that
the
flats
were
a part of the Springfield Exposition. trail in tills interesting field of one- young Ann Jordan who i.-, undecid
who
could
not
hear
either
Dr.
Along with 4he dog, which re
include
a selection by the choir.
family
which
were
great
friends
being
exhausted
and
that
before
Miss Rich is one of four chaper man engraving plants, and incident ed as to which of two suitors kr.e ceived a cordial Rotarian welcome,
Rosselle or Dr. Lowe.
Sunday School follows at 1148
ones accompanying the eight Maine ally, must Improve the product for shall marry. Oth»rs in thc cast in and which exhibited a gentle spirit very long Maine's extensive clam of the Gregory's in the 1800's and
The question Dr. Rosselle dis
with classes for all ages. Young
industry would be a thing of the intermarried with them — hence
delegates.
cussed so fully is not an easy
tlie papers concerned. Mr. and clude Henry Richards. Don Teiry altogether to the members' liking,
peoples meeting at 6 o'clock with
the
name
"Captain
Hanson
Croc

past.
There
has
been
a
lot
of
talk
one to clearly define. Creeds do
Mrs. Craig are spending their visit Artr.ur Franz. Harriet MacGibbon. the speaker displayed some of the
Austin Ulmer as leader. For the
about various methods of taking kett Oregory."
The harvest dinn:r at Grand at Camp Richardson on the Frank Wilcox and Angela Jacobs.
not
make
Christians,
nor
does
clothing worn in the land where
; evening service at 7.16 the pastor
At 5.30 p. m. Sunday in May
Army hall Thursdav was liberally Georges River at Warren with Mr.
As final offering of Lakewood's ordinary thermometers are useless. care of the situation but little done
baptism, nor good deeds. It ' will use as his topic. Right Re
about it until Commissioner Green flower Court at the World's Fair,
patronized. Mrs. G'adys Murphy and Mrs. Orcutt seeing to it that fortieth season, the Lakewood Play
has always seemed to me that to
He told of the trip to Antarctica
lationship to Christ," special mu
was chairman of the committee and the spare hours don't drag.
ers will present through the week of the unloading of supplies and the leaf, last month, announced the Fred will unveil an enlarged photo
be a Christian ls a way of life.
sic will include a solo by Mrs. Sid
graph
of
a
proposed
statue
of
the
in charge of the kitchen. Mr.s.
Sept. 16. with a matinee Saturday. establishment of the base at "Little biggest and best news the industry
Tiie statement Dr. Rosselle made
ney Munro, with clarinet and
has heard since the two inch clam captain.
Winifred Butler looked after the
Sept.
21.
the
hilarious
modern
about
Constantine
to
thc
effect
America.''
William Hayes of Rochester, N. H.
violin accompaniment.
Monday
Among
other
features
of
Donut
law
went
in
effect.
dining room.
that he thought Christianity
Tlie intrepid commander of the
former scout for the New York Yan comedy by Noel Coward. “Private
afternoon at 2 o'clock the Women's
Greenleaf had cut corners to set Dunking Day. Sunday, will be the
Lives.''
It
cannot
fail
to
entertain;
was
making
headway
and
that
Missionary Society meets with
The newly established Rockland kees, and at present serving in that written as it is in Noel Coward's expeditim. Admiral Byrd, continued aside enough mcney from hls teg finals of the world's championship
lt was wise to encourage it so
Mr.s. Harry Chase on Brewster
Nursing Service will be the bene- capacity
, for ,the . TJosion
. .Bees,
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The Christian Endeavor Society J and prohibitionist parties will liave i Wardens took the crew to many 19, CalaLs; 20. Ellsworth; 23. Rock- TIip sermon subject, will be “Not nual vacation at Pleasant Beach
mittee is appointed to call on all
of the Baptist Church at Ingra- no presidential electors on ballots I places where clams were seeded port 24. Oardiner; 25, Clinton; 26. Much Earth." The newly organ- tomorrow, is being warmly congrat
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Winfred V. Tarbut of Thomaston, , catch the seeds and it is predicted
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TC JOIN THE
friends In Warren for their many gifts thc plains for this season. All in
vealing startling secrets about Hit
and kindness to my daughter. Avis terested young people, 14 years of David Einbinder and Arthur John- ;Hat within two years clamming
PIANOFORTE
Oxton. during her visit there.
son of Portland, L. O. Gordon of will be Just as good as ever over a ler that only a woman could dis
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St. George.
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Mrs. Roy Nickerson
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Association.
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DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
geons at Columbia University.
produce at least five billion eggs a
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM Vlnalhaven.
probably
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fast
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BUD CLARK and ORC HESTRA magazine. 1 year $3.50, regular hall Monday afternoon.—adv.
Vinalhaven and to North Haven.
During his investigations of the
Club now, you may have this happy experience
LOU SMALL and his
Dance 8*12. Admission 30c, incl. tax price $4.50: Cosmopolitan. 2 years
Stonington and Swan's Island will Massachusetts program, Greenleaf
106* 8tf $3.50, regular price $4.00; American,
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Orchestra
within 36 to 60 months! Club membership is
be made tomorrow cn Steamers W uncovered much interesting infor
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LARGE FIREPLACE
your opportunity to accumulate the necessary
S. White and Nortti Haven, both mation and states that the results
B.
h
H.
Retread
Service
Special offer—act now—For service
NO PARKING WORRIES
boats leaving Tillson's Wharf at 9 of work in that state is almost be
down payment by saving a few dollars monthly
call Fred E. Harden, the Magazine '
o'clock, daylight, and returning at yond belief. He cited one case of
RETREADING
—say $10 or more...about 33c a day! For full
Dancing
Every
Saturday
Man, Rockiand. Telephone: 35-W.
6.30 p. m.
where three towns spent $15,000
Ill"lt |
My House, 158 Talbot Ave.
details about how we pay you to save, and how
Through the Fall
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Lakewood Theatre

TALK OF THE TOWN

.‘XZ’

*

South Pole Rescue

Donut Dunking Day

Cultivating Clams

'I

J

Conference Plans

Knox County Men

LAKEHURST

FOR SALE
NO AGENTS

Dr. Mary Reuter

109&1U’

ALL

JSn,8,.

you can start toward home ownership now, come
to our offices or write for free booklet.

PRICES
KINDS
SIZES

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

VULCANIZING
COR. M AIN AND RANKIN STS.

lll’lt

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
tw.

TELEPHONES
781-1 »r 781-11

ll$-llt LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.

liB-ti

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
$ CLAREMONT ST.
TF.L. 662
BOCKLAND. ME.

88-tf

PII.ES! PILES!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money bark if not
delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren

Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
$1.00).

is exemplified in tlie memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
Etcne you prefer, you can ba
sure that it will be flawless in
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments are
correctly designed In the mod
ern mode.

TRAP SHOOT

Rockland Loan & Building Association

SUNDAY
PINEHILL, GLENCOVE

18 SCHOOL ST.,

“Firpo” Frye’s Wood Yard

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Hom**
Savings Club.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

Water Street, lower end of Main St.

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOM ASTON

HARD WOOD

Name

(Dry Filled)

Street

lllStf

ROCKLAND, ME.

110-111

Price, $1.25 per foot. del.
TEL. 13«M»

109-111

City__

State
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find much time for running a busi
ness when you're in the Army.
In an exchange of practice base
Q. Can I continue studyinc on
ball games between Union High and
my correspondence course?
Warren High this week. Union won
MRS. LOUISE MTTJien
ALENA L STARRVXT
A. You will be encouragefl to
their home game with Warren
OorresponrienB
Oorrespondeol
continue it.
Wednesday night 10 to 7, while
Q. Can I take my car to <iamp
Warren was victorious Thursday
Tel. 37
Tel. •
with me?
night at Warren, 10 to 9. In the
A. The chances are that you
Wednesday night game, Warren
Miss Marian Flanders of Waldo had a big Inning in the fifth, but in
can t. Under the crowded co edi
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner and
tions we will face on most Army Mr. and Mrs Albert Benner visited boro. Is employed as assistant book spite of that was overcome.
A young man asks the Army the draft?
keeper in the office of Georges Union -........... 0 1 3 2 4 0 x—10
A. About the same as for the posts, there Just won't be room for last Saturday in Portland.
some questions about the draft:
Jasper J. Stahl has returned to River Mills, replacing Mrs. Annie Warren ............ 0000700—7
Q. What are my chances of Regular Army—at least five feet a lot of cars.
Q. How about keeping a dog. or his duties as Register at the Hili Lehto. who has Joined Mr. Lehto
Hits, Union 15. Warren 9. Errors,
being drafted into the Army in four in height, weight over 115 a horse?
school, Pottstown, after spending In Niantic. Conn. Miss Flanders Union 2, Warren 3. Batteries. Glea
pounds,
a
certain
number
of
teeth,
1940?
took a post graduate course at Wal son, Mcprillis. Keene and Hart;
A. Same answer. If we let dogs the summer at his home here.
A. Roughly, about one in 30. no lung trouble, general good in. every man in the place would
doboro High School in 193? and Miller and Moore.
Mrs.
Lillian
Albee
of
Westboro,
The odds may be longer. They health, no Incapacitating or dis have one.
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Miss 1938. and a special course at the
In the Thursday night game. Mil
can t be figured exactly until the figuring deformities.
Ballard Business College in Rock ler made a two-base hit in the fifth,
Q Well, how about other things
Q. Are there other tests to pass? —golf bags, tennis rackets, musical Mabel Ewell.
Senate and House get together on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock land.
bases loaded, and pushed in three
A. Yes. The Army naturally
the final form on the Draft bill,
instruments, playing cards?
The rummage sale held Monday runs.
have
returned to Providence after
and the Army can definitely line demands a standard degree of in
A. Any of those things will be spending a vacation with Mrs. Stur- under auspices of the Congrega Warren ...... _.... 0 0 3 2 5 0 x—10
up its training program. Personal telligence. Recruits probably will allowed.
rock's mother, Mrs. Nellie Over tional Church repair fund commit Union ............... 3 0 1112 1—9
have
to
pass
the
Army
classificacircumstances, too, will affect your
Q. Will a fellow get any chance lock.
tee, netted $5062. Miss Frances
Hits. Warren 13 Union 11. Errors
chances. If you are not called this j cation test. But the rules may be
to have fun in the Army1?
Mrs. Philip Avery of West Med Spear. Mrs. C. E. Overlock and Warren 2, Union 4 Batteries, Coyear, you will have another chance broadened to admit men who can
A. There will be ample time for ford, Mass., is guest of Miss Dora Mrs. Robert Andrews were An the gan and Moore; Gleason and Hart.
not read or write,
of being drafted next Spring.
recreation in the eveniEigs, some Gay.
committee.
Q. I've heard some talk that a
Q If my number is called, do
afternoons and Sundays.
William Johnson returned Tues
Stuart French has completed his
I automatically enter the Army? man would be exempted if his job
Q. Well, what can a can do in day from Monhegan. where he employment for the season as SOUTH THOMASTON
A. No. You first must pass was considered a necessary occu- his time off arounl a camp?
Mrs. Nina Burgess of Rockland
passed the Summer.
chemist with the branch of the is spending two weeks vacation at j
Army entrance examinations. In ; patlon.
A.
There'll
be
plenty
to
keep
you
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F
C.
Vogel
have
Estate
Department
of
Agriculture
at
the World War, the Army was sur- j A. Not exempted: deferred. He
the home of her son Everett.
prised to discover that one out of ' might be passed over in the first busy. All sorts of athletics, for returned from a visit with relatives West Rockport during the blue
Miss Mary Holbrook who re-1
one thing—boxing, baseball, foot in New Hampshire.
berry season.
every four men drafted was unfit draft but called to the colors later. ball. volley ball, swimming. Every
cently visited her cousin Miss Ethel
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Morrill
of
Winslow
In the last analysis, every man is
Miss Marguerite Haskell went Holbrook is attending
for service.
Patten
post has Its own tnov'e, showing at
Q What are the physical re liable for military service in time reduced admissions the same has been recent guest ut Mrs. Thursday to New York City, where Academy.
Gracia Libby.
she will visit friends for a week
quirements for Army service under of national emergency.
Miss Bernice Newborg
and
movies you'd see downtown. Many
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses and Herbert before resuming her work as teach- nephew Mark Newcomb haye re
Q. Well, on what grounds can a
posts undoubtedly will organize Johnson attended a meeting of, er of dramatics on the faculty of
man ask that his service be de
turned to Arlington. Mass., after
service clubs, where a man can re Good Will Grange Thursday n RO9emont (Penna.) College.
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ferred?
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The Sewing Circle of Ivy Chap borg's cottage here.
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STATE OF MAINE
The Heiser family. Summer resi ter. O.ES.. will meet for all-day
ents. physical condition; or a pro
Mrs. Marion Lindsey and family
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,
dents of Bremen, will furnish music session Tuesday at the Albert White movei Sunday to Rockland.
vision of the law which covers
of the estates hereinafter named
Q.
When
can
a
man
have
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At a Probate Court held at Rock groups such as ministers, aliens,
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Miss Elizabeth Till has employ
land. In and for the County of Knox,
tors?
doboro Methodist Church.
on the 20th day of August In the year some government officials.
with Mrs. Alice Mathews the hos ment in Boston.
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You
are
free
to
meet
visitors
of our Lord one thousand nine hun
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter were
Q. What is a necessary occupa
Mrs. Bertha Hanley has returned
dred and forty and by adjournment
in any of your free time. If par in Liberty Thursday afternoon tess.
from day to day from the 20th day of tion?
Mr and Mrs. Chester Tracy and to her position at the Choate School
ents
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a
long
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to
see
said August. The following matters
where
Rev.
Mr.
Nutter
officiated
at
A. Military service may be de
having been presented for the action
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the
First
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persons Interested by causing a copy . prise, including essential agriculMiss Margaret Bartlett returned
Q Can my girl visit me at tist Church will be: Worship at Pearl Tolman and daughter. Miss
of this order to be published three ture. A local board will decide
to Omaha last week after spending
Wfeks successively In The Courier- Ga
camp?
10.45 a. m.. subject “The Man Who Margaret Tolman of East Weyzette a newspaper published at Rock the issue in each case.
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Q
Will
conscientious
objectors
Mrs. Joseph Norton and daugh
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on who visits you during your free Young People's meeting. 6.30 p. m.; c'a-’ at
home of Mrs. Laura ter Dorothy returned Monday to
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time.
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again a local board will decide the
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Mr. and Mrs W. H. Durham of I
the year?
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no
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den. deceased. Will and Petition for
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every
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and
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out bond
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patient.
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of
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During
the
World
War.
many
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New
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for
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also
new
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much time will I have, after my
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and 10 years, made the Journey to •ev cow. work horse MRS V. PIIRAI- Tel 1091-W
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
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asking that the name of Alta Mary number is called, to get things J
manager
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APPRENTICE wanted KATHARINES
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part
in
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Brown of Rockland be changed to Alta straightened out at home for my
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VILI-AGE store and living quarters
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year of Army duty?
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student council from the trip.
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83 000
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ESTATE JOHN PASCAL, late of
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COLD8POT electric refrigerator and
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Mr. and Mrs. S H. Olson motored Franklin
POSITION wanted by practical nurse
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over holidays.
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MRS WIL
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Will and Petition for Pro ring some last-minute change by
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for
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Student
and
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Austin
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bond.
Rockport,
Robert
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residence.
differently.
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ESTATE EDA L. SCHERMERHORN. and equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
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.
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.
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Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
Mrs He‘en Hilton has resumed at Pilot Point enroute from their [ -30 283 Maln 8t— —------- —-----------ESTATE ELLEN C BORNEMAN. late paste, and things like that.
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WOMAN or girl wanted for general
Q.
What
will
be
my
routine
dur

Hampshire
lamb [ hou ework; salary 86 family of four
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad together, living expenses — not
our
larger *heep.
meet Tuesday night. A picnic supworl'
housekeeper at the Ed- Summer home. Swan's Island, to raJ5’Jor”2K.
ing the year of service?
ministration. asking that Harold W.
adults. Boston suburb Winters. In
per will be served before the meet- wln C. Teague home, after being Boston.
I 812 to 820 Exhibited at Union Fair Maine Summers. Leave name and ad
Flanders of Waldoboro or some other spending money, mind you—prob
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dress at Courler-Oazette care TNNIS "
Mrs. Ruth G. Rockwell and A1
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priced_very
ing in Odd Fellows dining room. |lucheap ROSE HILL FARM Owls Head ________________________________ 109*111
without bond.
_ __________
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Q. Suppose I want to pick up organization, and will participate
106-111
ESTATE CHARLES E YOUNG, late
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CASH for antique or old jewelry of
ting Mr. and Mrs. Earle Maxey Jr. Hartford, this week. The latter
PIOS for sale at city farm 83 each any kind Address MR FOSTER '
of Owl's Head, deceased Petition for a little money on the side—selling
LONG
COVE
_________________________________ 104-tf Courier Gazette________________ 108-113
Administration, asking that Frank A Insurance, writing articles for the maneuvers of that outfit.
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goes to Vassalboro next week.
Young of Owl's Head, or some other
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1940 WILLYS 'a-ton pick up for sale
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
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suitable person, be appointed Admr, home town paper or something like
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A.
That
will
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upon
the
for and delivered T J FLEM
without bond.
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,
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Starrett.
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here.
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
466-W City______________________ 97-tf
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The Union Woman's Community
License to Sell certain Real Estate, commanding officer of your outfit.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 8150;
situated In Rockland, and fully de I think, though, that you won't cavalry, signal corps, service of Hawkins and a rug to Miss Jane club was entertained Thursday at
went Tuesday to Brooklyn, N. Y.. 8’wed $1 40; long. 81 30 M B h C O.
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supply.
Hyde. Profit from the fair was a picnic held at the Emerson Studio. after several weeks in town, part PERRY. Tel. 487________________ 106 tf
Cora L Delano of Rockland, Admx.
Q. Suppose I have some special $7163.
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round
ESTATE ELIZABETH A. WIGGIN.
FIVE-room apartment to let hot
the hostesses. Raychel Emerson and of which were spent at Geyer’s bottom,
center-board, gaff-rlgged; new
late of South Thomaston, deceased
heat, central location. Adults
Notices of Appointment skill, in mechanics, or at clerical
her mother. Mrs. Edwin Emerson. camp, while their schoolhouse home ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS water
Petition for License to Sell certain
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69-tf Gazette
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apts
The Cling-Together Club met re- ahe
^dered a pleasant surprise
tition, presented by Gilford B Butler Probate for the County of Knox. In ticable. the skills which a man has
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the State of Maine, hereby certify that
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per ton. del Nut size New River soft
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Petition for Li were appointed Administrators. Ex to work in the Army. After the
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HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
which
the
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ones
enjoyed
Henry
house with a sun porch and mak
GEORGE E CLARK, late of Rock the men probably will be given
In said Petition, presented by Mabel
land St Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock
land. deceased. Velma Clark of Rock
The next Caldrice of this town became mem ing many improvements otherwise of Melrose, Mass., are visiting Mrs. land St.___________________ 111-tf
H. Withee of Rockport. Exx.
aptitude tests and the swimming pool
ESTATE GRANVILLE A. POOLE. land was appointed Exx., Aug. 20. mechanical
bers
of
the
Union
Club.
DOUBLE house. 5 or 6 rooms to let.
on the interior as well as exterior. Bailey.
clerical aptitude tests, to discover meeting will be held with Mrs. Ar
late of Camden, deceased, Petition 1940, without bond.
Bath Very reasonable to adults In
WALTER A LOW. late of Rockland, their special qualifications.
for Distribution, presented by EdMrs. Gertie Hill of New Haven,
thur Martin of South Montville. Mrs. Orbine H. Wight
Miss
Ethel
Browne
has
returned
quire
MR FRISBEE or MRS WELSH.
deceased.
Lizzie E Low of Rock
ward C. Payson. Admr
111*113
Q. What are the chances of a
Funeral services for Mrs. Orbine has returned home after several from Old Orchard accompanied by Green gt , Ihomaston
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL late of land was appointed Exx . Aug 20. 1940,
TWO -mail furnished cottages to let
weeks
at
the
Peck
farm.
Rockport, deceased. Second and final without bond.
her
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Mrs.
Elizabeth
Frosburgh
recruit’s winning promotion in the end of the year?
H. Wight. 70. wife of Kendall F.
»t Hosmer Pond 86 per week eadh
DALLAS C. MURCH. late of Vinal
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Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Ames, and for a few weeks stay, after which EDWIN A. DEAN. Tel. 671-J. Rocklind
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'■__________________ 108-S-114
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e.t.a.
A. Good. You will have every tive duty and transported home.
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FURNISHED anartment to let at 14
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and
two
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of
Miss
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has
returned
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Then,
are
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day at the Simmons funeral home,
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MASONIC ST. City.
Rockport, deceased. First and final bond on same date.
i with Rev. L. Clark French, officiat Connecticut were recent guests of home after spending several weeks
ERNEST L. TOLMAN late of Thom Regular Army man has in an ex to the Army over?
account presented for allowance by
HOUSE to let. 95 No Main St.. 7
aston.
deceased.
Charles
A.
Tolman
Carry E. Gray. Exx.
orch, ermented
with her grandfather in Oardiner. rooms, bnth. sun porch
A. No. You will be a member ing. Burial was at the Newcombe relatives in town.
panding Army. The larger the
and furnace
fuma-e
TEL 745-R or
ESTATE GRANVILLE A. POOLE, of Portsmouth. New Hampshire was
John Egerton of New York and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rand of cellar
apply to 11 Granite St.
110-112
late ol Camden, deceased. First and appointed Admr Aug 20, 1940. and Army, you know, the greater need of the enlisted reserve, subject to' cemetery. and the bearers were
qualified
by
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bond
on
same
date
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Mary^Ahern
of
Thomas

for officers.
Buffalo, N. Y., have been guests
final account presented for allowance
call in an emergency declared by Herbert K. Thomas, William H.
KOU8B to let comer Linden and
Gilford B Butler of South Thomaston
by Edward C. Payson. Admr.
Bath, furnace, lights.
Robinson, Benjamin Starrett and ton are at the* Egerton bungalow of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wales. I Suffolk St5
<3- Will I have my choice as to Congress.
was appointed Agent In Maine
ESTATE MERRITT F
I.ENFEST,
for an indefinite stay.
Miss Ccrrie E. Wallace who has ^n^r"’9sntabl^0^,tonG'I1^rt.T
SARAH E DAVIS, late of Vinal which branch of the Army I enter?
Q. Could I continue my military Oscar E. Starrett.
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Word has been received from been caring for Miss Mina A. Wood- , -yROOM furJiW
final account presented for allowance haven. deceased Maud L. Pillsbury
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to- let:
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and
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»
F
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though very quiet, will be missed that her father Newton J. Peck is home Tuesday.
Actual assignment will depend up tional Guard.
of Camden, deceased First and final
CHESTER B HALL, late of Warren,
NICELY furnished heated rooms to
account presented lor allowance by
improving
from
an
attack
of
greatly
In
this
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Mrs.
Hattie
Orff
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Q.
What
are
my
chances
of
get

deceased
Mabel H Withee of Rock on a mans qualifications and the
let on bathroom floor, 83 per week.
Raymond H. Rackllfl, Exr.
port was appointed Exx.. Aug. 20. 1940
Complaining of feeling faint. pneumonia, having had two nurses Orff entertained the Ladies' Aid Continuous hot .Water. 18 LELAND
We can’t ting my job back when my year of
ESTATE GEORGIA SHEPARD, late and qualified by filing bond Aug 23. vacancies to be filled.
■ _____________ 109-111
of Union, deceased. First and final 1940.
at the Orff cottage Friday and a STFURNISHED, fieated
Monday night, she collapsed in a in attendance.
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room 84 week
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opened
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with
the
chair,
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following
instantly.
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The
law
provides
that
a
man
pleasant
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was
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E
ROWE
late
of
Rock
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Will
recruits
serve
their
year
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St , Tel 330
Herbert L. Grinnell, Admr.
land, deceased. Elmer E Joyce of Cam at posts close to home, or far away? shall be restored to his previous Dr. Fred G. Campbell, the family same corps of teachers as the past
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each.
In
so
far
as
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water. 2 rooms and hath. 85 week.
Harry Ames of Townsend, Mass., from the store Monday and found and
Mrs
practicable, a man will serve as case of a private employer, "the to coronary thrombosis.
Ralph H. Trim and Elmer E. Marston,
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel 330
ANNIE PAYNE FOSS, late of North
Exrs.
105-tf
was
guest
of
his
brother
Leon
Ames
his
camp,
situated
on
Young's
employer
’
s
circumstances
have
so
Wight
had
apparently
been
in
her
Haven, deceased. Lewis C Foss of close to home as possible. This
ESTATE WILLIAM A GASTON, late North Haven was appointed Exr . Aug. situation
HOUSE to let at Owls Head. Very
the
past
week,
going
from
here
to
usual
health
during
the
day
and
shore,
enveloped
in
flames.
He
exists.
however:
In
changed
as
to
make
it
impossible
of Boston. Mass, deceased First and 20. 1940 and qualified by filing bond
reasonable to right party. TEL 292 R
had walked to the polls, a mile North Waldoboro, to visit his son was unable to rescue any of the
final Trust Account presented for al Aug 24. 1940
Massachusetts, one National Guard or unreasonable to do so;'
.,y
106-111
lowance by John Gaston Roger Amory
Q
How
about
company
insur

Guy
Ames.
away
from
her
home,
to
cast
her
contents
and
was
left
(with
only
unit
will
be
on
duty
in
the
North,
BERTHA A. MANX, late of Warren,
FOUR-roorn furnished apt . elee. re
John K Howard, and William H Claf
deceased
Hiram Willard of Sanford
George Vannah of Somerville, the clothes he was wearing. He frigerator. automatic heat and hot
vote.
ance and other benefits?
lin, Jr., Trustees.
was appointed Admr.. Aug. 10 1940. another will go to Florida for
water Tel. 318 W MRS. FROST 106 tf
ESTATE JAMES T. ROBINSON, late and qualified by filing bond Aug. 24, training. Where a Massachusetts
She was born in Cushing, daugh Mass., lias joined Mrs. Vannah and had resided there for several years
A. Under the law, they are not
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad 1940.
son
at
their
Summer
home
here.
ter
of
John
and
Martha
(Sterling)
to
be
affected
by
your
Army
ser

while
engaged
in
lobster
fishing.
man
served
his
Array
year
would
ministration d.b.n.. e.t.a a-klng that
HERBERT L. SIMMONS late of
Katherine L. Linscott of Falmouth, or
WlUey.
Mrs. Vannah has completed her
The Ladies’ Aid supper with Miss |
Mertland G depend on which outfit he was vice.
some other suitable person, be ap Friendship, deceased.
Besides her husband and son work at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cora Fogerty as chairman was a j
Q. What if I want to look for
pointed Admx. d.b.n.. e.t.a., without Simmons of Friendship was appointed assigned to,
Admr. Aug. 20. 1940, and qualified by
she leaves three daughters, Mrs. W. “Wellington Smith, Pleasant Point, success as usual. The sum of $14.27
Q Will I be allowed to choose a new job?
bond
YARN We are prepared to make
filing bond Aug. 27, 1940.
KATIE A LINNELL. late of Thomas
your wool Into yarn Write for prices
A. When you are relieved from J. Watterson of Washington, D. C where Miss Helen Fales is now act was realized.
WILLIAM C
LENFEST, late of which camp I will serve in?
Also yarn for sale H. A. BARTLBI’l',
ton deceased Will and Petition for Thomaston.
deceased.
Frank
D
A. No.
active duty, you will be given a Mrs. John Petrie of Rochester, ing as cook and maid for a few
The Broad Cove school opened Harmony. Me.
Probate thereof, asking that the same
104-115
of Thomaston was appointed
may be proved and allowed and that Elliot
Q. Will any training units be certificate, giving a record of any Mich., and Mrs. Martha Graham weeks.
Monday with Mrs. Marion Knapp
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster
Exr
.
Aug
20.
1940.
and
qualified
by
littei
Testamentary Issue to Sarah
tonics 4 lri Ostrex tablets
Charles Bailey who is here from teacher. Karol Knapp and Rich stimulants,
stationed in Hawaii, Panama, or special proficiency or merit at of. Cambridge, Mass., and two
r Llnnell of Thomaston, she being filing bond Aug. 27. 1940.
often needed alter 40 by bodies lack
EMMA LANE, late of St George, de other outposts?
the Executrix named In said will with
grandchildren.
tained.
New York for a vacation at his ard Fales from ths school, Bernice ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
ceased.
Joseph
E.
Hooper
of
St.
out bond.
___
B-l Get 35c size today. Call,
Q. I suppose a few of the boys
farm on Pilot Point, has spent the and Elinor Orne, Marilyn Maloney Vitamin
was appointed Admr.. Aug. 20,
A. There will be units there,
Witness. HARRY E- WILBUR Es George
write C. H MOOR A CO and all other
Court for 1940 and qualified by filing bond Aug. but they will be filled with man will try to dodge the dTaft.
Ornamental
lamp
standards
in
greater
part
of
his
time
thus
far
in
and
Margery
Miller
from
Pleasant
good
drug
stores
109*117
quire. Judge of Prolate MalnP
28 1940.
Knox County. Rockland. Main
A. I wouldn't advise you to try the grounds of Windsor Castle in Knox Hospital, where he is recup Point school joined the High School Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rockfrom those territories and posses
Attest:
AttMt;
CHARLES L VKAZI^
lard Hslr Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
it. The penalty is five years in England were converted Into scrap erating from a streptococcus infec pupils from this town in Thomas- •oUcttod
sions.
H O RHODW, Tai. 819-J.
Register.
| metal for munitions.
tion. Mr. and Mrs. James Norris ton this term.
Q. What happens to me at the jail or a $10,000 fine.
lgS-ib 111
J05-R-1U
108-S-t*

FACTS ABOUT THE DRAFT

WALDOBORO

WARREN

School Baseball

Chance Of Conscription About 1 In 30—
Answering Questions You Are Sure To Ask

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

WANTED

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS
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| t ided, he could always move.
There wasn’t a lawn mower in the
That might have stumped some place, nor a telephone pole, nor a
William Trueworthy of Roches
people but it was duck soup to Mr, bat" tub °r even an ®>ec‘rlc ir0"
ter, N. H., visited Austin Miller a
I .
„
, . ..
..
but there were a lot of boys and
ft ft ft
Cobe. He organized the cottage
k thp gutnmer
w„e
few days recently.
Monday
through
Friday
at
1.30
P.
M„
over
Stations
WNAC,
Boston;
owners
and
obtained
a
charter
for
a
and a{
moon rode h*h
MRS OSCAR C. LANS
Paul lives who has employment
Village Corporation which allowed
Qf thege former c
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Correspondent
in Massachusetts spent last week
the temporary residents to admlnls- ground attractions are still funcford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
end with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
ter their own affairs in their own tionl
Thp game Qld moon and
Robert Littlefield is guest of rela Henry lives.
bailiwick The town had to pay the the same 0,d Qcean are gtm Qn the
Mrs. Bessie Monahan who has
tives in Hartford, Conn.
Someone wants the recipe for or 8 hours. In morning drain,
corporation a certain percentage of, job
The c]ams may not
David Duncan is enjoying a vaca been passing a vacation with her old-fashioned brown bread made cook syrup until thick. Add orange
the taxes collected. Mr. Cobe got plentiful as of yore, but their quality
(By G. H. R.)
tion from the R.F.D. C. Victor mother Mrs. Nellie Reever returned with sieved pumpkin and that 'sllceE' brin« t0 a h011' then Lran6’
his road and the rest of the cot- hasn-t deteriorated and the roads
Tuesday to Scarsdale, N. Y.
. .
fercarefully to sterilized Jars,
Shields is substituting for him.
(Fourth Installment)
dents preferred to be plowed out in tage owners expended the balance
doesn
’
t
seem
to
be
hiding
anysea
,
Makpg
about
3
inU
up here and back are much better.
Norman Matheson of Somerville.
Housekeepers at Union Church
Came a time in the gradual de the Winter. Likewise there were of the money in ways which bene-| The campground jail building is
where in our files. We can pro
Circle Thursday were Marguerite Mass., is visiting at Harry' Mc duce the recipe for spiced orar.ge Potsfidd M«*'es
schools
to
be
run
and
other
things
,
fited
them
while
the
suburban
resivelopment of Northport Camp
now used to store fire fighting apCook. Kate Greenleaf. Grace Lawry Intire s. Norman Matheson. Jr. slices so many of you have been
3 Pints ch°PP«l green tomatoes: ground into the present Summer Paid for from 010 annual tax as- dents whistled and thought it over paratus almost as ancient as the
who has been here, returned home asking for and . . . of all things 3 Pints ch°PPed red ^matoes; 3 resoort ol.’ _
...
..
1
cocemonf
laavioH
nrt
twrwonnnt
atari
tho
wav
it
nnpmtPC
nnw
...
. . .........
and Mary Wentworth.
Bayside'when the more1 segment levied on permanent and
That’s the way it operates now trees which
surround the building,
. . . the requests have been com- Pints ^PP** <*bba«e: 3 P*nta restricted interests of cottage temporary residents alike. Then Present officers of the Village Cor- but an arrangement with Belfast
The Mother and Daughter Club Monday.
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Young of ing in lately for boiled cider ch°PPed onlons; 6 red PePPew; 2 owners on the old campground , Ua Cobe arrlved _°\tha_Ecene
poraton are; Ralph A. Flanders, makes modern equipment immedi
met Wednesday with Miss Muriel
Bayside as it exists today owes (president; Henry Hill, secretary; ately available. Likewise there is a
Chilles. Mrs. Langtry Smith won Friendship called Sunday at Mr. applesauce and apple tapioca. bunches celery; 4 «>P horaerwltih; threatened to clash with the inter
Boiled cider applesauce used to be ’’ CUP st«rllnK Salt; 2 duarts Vl"«’ ests of the town of which they much to Mr. Cotoe. He married a and A. W Gregory of Rockland, sporty nine hole golf course in active
highest honors at cards, with con- ( and Mrs. G. J. Mank's.
Belfast girl and built a cottage at ' treasurer. There ls a board of over- operation with a golf professional
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson made in New Enzland as regularly »ar: 3 CUPS su«ar: * teaspoon cin- were a small part.
selation going to Mrs. Edward
faspoon cloves: H cup
Greenleaf.
j of Portland were dinner guests as apples were harvested, frozen namon;
This produced the familiar and Northport. Spending his annual va-I seers consisting of the officers of name George Jones who gets his
Mrs George Gray and Mrs. Scott, Monday at C. Bowers’. Recent In a big crock and thawed out as mustard seedmore or less perpetual argument caion at Northport Campground he the corporation and F A. Scrib- picture in the papers once in a
Combine vegetables and cover between residents of the village and became interested in the future of ; ner. Ballard Keith. John Short. Am- I while b bealing ad lhe other goif
Littlefield visited Wednesday in callers there were Rev. and Mrs. needed. It s the color of old maand ddprided
tn huilri
»
,
, .
.
stand overnight residenU of the suburbs Summer the nlarn
Placc and
ec‘d«d to
build aa I | hrnsp
brote White
White and
and nther.c
others. This
This heard
beard professionals
j Walter M. Colby of Portland, Miss hogany and really good. too. Want with saltin tlie State.
Rockland.
Drain and add vinegar, sugar and rps’ripnts urerp nrimariiv interested permanent Summer home here to I operates an efficient steam roller Cottage owners from many east
Arvilla N. Winchenbach of Boston, to make some’
ta X ccX^ TSe Sa S wb‘cb
>"lght retire
Having I which functions once a year at the
Mrs. Dewey Brown is passing a
Boil down two quarts of elder fPlces Cook 20 minutes and .seal
. C. E. Barnard. Mrs. H. R. Winern States who spend their vaca
few days with relatives in Rockland.
and
pour
it
over,
peeled
quartered
in
i
ars
Makes
about
six
quarts,
Summer and the permanent resi- Plent>' of moneV and lar8e Ideas, Community Theatre and disposes of tions in Bayside, feel that the place
chenbaugh, Mrs. B. V. WinchenFloyd Robertson is attending baUgj, antj three children of Rock- apples arranged in a bean pot, Ripe. Tomato Relish
__________________ the house he constructed is esti- | the community's business in a satlsItself hasn't retrograded. Rather
Belmont, Mass., High School.
, , . ,
| mated to have cost in excess of half factory manner and in record time, do they feel that lt has lived up
Cover the apples with cider, put ‘ 1 quart tomatoes, skinned and
land.
sauce, 4 cup beefsteak sauce one- # mlllioh dollars lt was called the | Thus in brief has a handful of
Curtis Webster is in Springfield.
Pupils of the two school dis on the cover and cook in a very quartered; 2 cups granulated sugar; teaspoon” Ster'nng> sth.
“
' 1 Ccbe manslon and *tS prercnt WCU' 1 T1™' Wh‘U
*'P 8m°ng 1 to
ful it's destiny
M°st in a healthy peaceare
cup cider vinegar; *4 teaspoon
Mass.
trlcts are conveyed to the grade slow oven or cook slowly in p cov'pant
is
George
E.
Pingree
who
the
trees
on
Lslesboro
in
days
be-j
,
hp
h<1
,
rg
gnd
d
„
cendants
of
those
ered
kettle
on
top
of
the
stove
Sterling
Salt;
Spice
bag;
2-lnch
Mrs. Lorna Swears, R. N., who has schools in the village by Norman
Chop up the onion and pepper
t R severfll
afUr Mr yond the memory of anyone now parly Methodlst plolwrg ,ho ar(>
until the cider sau-e is bright red I stick cinnamon; ‘4 piece whole
been employed at the home of Day- Miller.
together. Put these into a sauce- Cobe.s death
living, developed and changed into
d cf thelr ancegtry ftnd ,hc
mace: 12 whole cloves.
land Brown. North Haven, returned
Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Archibald and the apples are very tender.
pan with the tomato Juice, vinegar, There arp a ,ct cf gtorles about a present day Summer resort. The
of thelr Summer hwne.
How
about
apple
tapioca
to
be
Place
Ingredients
in
kettle
and
home Wednesday.
[ of Thomaston. Miss Alice Harper
and ketchup and Worcestershire. Mr
actlv,Ues current ln greater part of the change has takn the ,oundere of the qulet uttle
Nina Ames returned Tuesday ’ of North Cushing were recent eaten warm with cream? Cook boll slowly until tomatoes are trans Add the beefsteak sauce, butter, Bayside
O’.dtlmers sit around on en place in our own time well within Summ<,r colonv whlch has grown
half a cup of quick cooking tapio- parent and Juice the consistency
callers at Irving Sawyer's.
from Boston.
here werf prlvllpged t0 return
ca in two and a half cups of boil- , of 30 percent cream. Pour into and salt. Simmer for % to \ of the piazza of“the"golf ‘club hc’ bufU the memory of the older generation'
Mrs.
E.
M.
Dudley
and
daughter,
an hour to reduce the sauce a bit, and
What he did with ap- now living. Many of these regret | and gazp for g mompnt cn thp rp.
Mr and Mrs. Carroll Pecor and
ing
water
in
the
double
boiler
until
Jars
and
seal.
If
pickle
is
to
be
children who were guests of Mr. Miss Helen Rines of Portland were the tapioca is transparent. Peel ! used immediately, place in crocks and blend the flavor. The sauce preCjatjon ard some wonderment. the change as they regret the pass-1 u]( Qf thplr handjwcrk and note
and Mrs Andrew Bennett, have re- ^J*ests at JMA R“?fs the bast *eekf
and core six apples and arrange ! and place in refrigerator until time can be heated up when tlie steak They don't always agree with his ing of other things which gave',the absence of honky tonks, beer
turned to Stoneham. Mass.
“r and Mrs Thomas
°f them in a buttered baking dish or j for serving. Tomatoes should be is nearly done.
vision, and sometimes question his i them pleasure in years that them- parlors, dance halls and general
Miss Kathleen Cotter has returned Be'er y'^a“ " W_ere recant caUers. use peeled, stoned peaches. Fill the firm and not too ripe. Allow '4
MENU
Judgment, but they all agree upon selves have gone. No one has en hullaballo—even they might find
to Cambridge. Mass., to resume her 1 Mr and Mrs, Leroy Smith and
Breakfast
joyed the passing of most of the it good.
the results he obtained.
G. H. Are
. ..
.
lSOn Irvln8 of Portland were guests cored apples with sugar, add dash pound waste for every pound of toGrape and Grapefruit Juice
One cf these stories is always told shipping along the Penobscot nor
of cinnamon and dots of butter j matoes purchased. Makes about 2
Wilbur Coombs is enjoying a va- ' ^Tl"XXParenU'
Cocktail
confidentially. Probably because it the final surrender of the Boston
pour over the cooked tapioca and I pint Jars,
cation from Carver * Son’s grocery
J.
Prepared Cereal
reflects the spirit of antagonism boats to the motor busses and au GLEN COVE
bake at 350 degrees F. until the Peach Brown Betty
Dropped Egg
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart and
between the town fathers and cot tomobiles. Neither are they parapples
(or
peaches!
are
soft.
It's
|
Two
cups
bread
crumbs.
4
tableStX Hopkins has returned from “/^n ^l^r?C S.J
Wholewheat Toast
tage owners and their clashing in ticularly pleased with the passing1 family were guests Sunday of Mrs.
great eaten hot with cream and | spoons melted Land O' Lakes ButCoffee
terests. It sounds logical in the of an era when a trip to Northport Edith Duncan.
New York
r.„.rnpd I Miss Una Clark. R. N . of Au- may give you a totally new idea ter, 4 peaches, sliced. 6 tablespoons
Lunch
Friends here have received cards
circumstances and is probably true. Campground and a week's vacation
granulated sugar. '4 cup hot water.
Cap' J H
avine Dassetl a 8usta ls visiting Mrs. Nellie Reever. of tapioca.
Mueller's Baked Macaroni and
to Portland today, having passed a
___ Spiced Orange Slices
It also marks the birth of the living in a tent and bathing in the i from Clifton C. Lufkin who writes
Mix
bread
crumbs
and
the
melted
Miss Marian Flanders has em
Cheese
present Village Corporation as dis ocean was an exciting adventure.' from Grand Canyon reporting a defew days with his family in town
5 large seedless oranges, cut in butter lightly with a fork. Cover
ployment in the office of the
•Potsfleld Pickles
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf and
tinguished from the Town, proper. They may be glad it's over—but lightful trip.
M-inch slices ipeel left on); 2 the bottom of a covered pudding
Warren woolen mill.
Boiled Cider Applesauce
Harvard Closson of Portland
daughter Corinne were in Rockland
It seems that Mr. Cobe having they're sorry it's gone.
dish with crumbs and arrange two
sticks
cinnamon
(3
inches
long);
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Huston and
Hot Biscuit
They have forgotten the bumps passed last weekend with Mr. and
having built his half-million dollar
Wednesday Miss Corinne left to
peaches, sliced, over the crumbs.
1
tablespoon
whole
cloves;
4
cups
friends of Newtonville. Mass.. Miss
Tetley Tea
heme wanted a better road to it there used to be in tlie roads, the Mrs. James Sullivan.
Sprinkle with 3 tablespoons of the
day for Boston to resume her
Linda Vannah of Winslow's Mills sugar; 1 cup vinegar.
Mr. and Mrs. E B Hall recently
Dinner
than the town ordinarily main absence of street lights, the walk
sugar. Repeat, using the remain
studies at business college
Cover
orange
slices
with
water
were recent callers at Mrs. N.
Kemp's Tomato Juice
tained in that neighborhood. To through the we; trass to ;he public visited Mr and Mrs H H Brown
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Mills re Reever s.
and bring to a boil, simmer, cov ing crumbs and the hot water.
Grilled Steak
this end he asked the selectmen to toiiet. and the corn husk and straw- ln Jefferson and were guests Sun
Bake 40 minutes in a moderate
turned Wednesday from Rockland.
Birthday parties were recently ered. about 1 and ‘4 hours or un•Barbecue Sauce , improve the road. With Yankee filled mattresses on which they day of Mr and Mrs Frank Vincent
Dr R. H. Thompson visited Thurs given Miss Gwendolyn Eastman til tender; drain. Tie spices in , oven (350 degrees F ). Cover at
cheesecloth; drop into sugar and j first to prevent crumbs browning | Baked Potatoes
canniness the town fathers pointed slept. They only remember that at their Oeorgcs Lake cottage
day in Rockland.
and Einart Kyllonen at Aunt
Lloyd Martin and family are
French Fried Zucchini
out to Mr. Ccbe that the road in the bean hole beans were goad, the
vinegar, boil 5 minutes.
Add too rapidly.
The subject of Rev Kenneth Lydia's Tavern.
Green Peas
question had been quite satisfac steamed clams were delicious land moving to Scarboro where Mr. Merorange slices, about half at a time; Barbecue Sauce
Cook’s sermon Sunday at 11 o'clock
The Social Club held its first
'Ripe Tomato Relish
tory before his mansion adorned it never mind where they threw the tin has employment.
will be "Spiritual Defense.” The meeting and picnic dinner after a cover and cook gently half an i One large onion, 1 large green j
•Peach Brown Betty
-----------------and if it didn t suit him he clam shells) and what a lot of fun
vested choir will sing the anthem month's recess, with Mrs. Nellie hour, or until clear, removing pepper, 1 and 4 cups Kemp's To- !
The Dominion of Canada leads
Coffee
j shouldn't have built there. In other there used to be in meeting the
’’Ashamed of Jesus." Dorothy Ben Reever. Readings were given by I slices carefully after each cooking, mato Juice, 1 cup vinegar. *4 cup
cup Worcestershire
•Recipes given.
words if he didn't like the road pro- boats on their arrival at the wharf, in world exportation of asbestos
nett will be soloist. An inspiring Mfs
CoDe’nd Mr/H M(,'. | Let slices stand in syrup overnight ketchup
talk will be given by the pastor at Intire, Mrs Reever; -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------guessing con
the evening meeting. Organists are test, Gloria Monahan, prizes award
Leola Smith and Louise Burgess
ed Mrs. Copeland and Mrs. Blanche
Miss Nathalie Smith returned Lermond; piano solos. Mrs. Ler
Thursday from North Haven where mond; and pillow race by Mrs.
she has been employed as nurse the Hazel Bowers. Officers were elected.
past six weeks.
. | An invitation was accepted to meet
Mrs Laura J Varney, the Rea gept Jg wRh the
WarrcQ
Cross-Mission Nurse, has recently , Orange circle.
returned to do public health work j
_________
in the community this fall. She will
start classes ln home hygiene and FRIENDSHIP
The first Fall meeting of the
care of the sick next week. One
class will be for the freshmen girls Parent-Teacher Association will be
in High School and the other, held Monday night at 8 o'clock at
which will probably be held Mon the schoolhouse. A general busi
day and Thursday evenings each ness session will consist of discus
week, will be for women. The Lat sion of this year s work. Meet
ter Day Saints’ Church has kindly ings are open to all those inter
given the ue of the apartment over “ted in the Improvement of rela•v.
the churchfor
for theMan
classmeetings.
meetings. Honship between the school and
Because of the home atmosphere home.
which this place affords it will be
an ideal place. The first class for lations and best wishes of many
women will be held Monday at 7 friends.
o'clock.
Mrs. Esther Young
Lloyd-MacDonald
Mrs. Esther Young. 60, wife of
Norma MacDonald and Wilfred Preston Young, died at her home
Lloyd were united in marriage last Sept. 10. Deceased was bom In
Saturday night at Union Church Searsmont. daughter of the late
parsonage. Rev Kenneth Cook, Isaac and Sarah (Brown) Murch.
Besides her husband she is sur
pastor, performed the single ring
vived by daughters. Mrs. Dorothy
service.
The bridal couple were attended Columb, Miss Jennie Young, Mrs.
by Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bennett Sadie York; sons, Charles, Valois.
Mrs. Benr.ett is a sister of the William. Edward. Preston, Jr.; a
sister. Mrs. Jennie Ripley of Bucks
groom.
The bride was gowned in white port; and brother, William Murch.
Services were held at the home
Mrs. Bennett, matron of honor,
Friday. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor
wore orchid.
The bride is a graduate of Vinal of Union Church officiating. There
haven High School, class of 1940, were beautiful floral offerings. In
and Is the daughter of Mr and Mrs terment was in Cummings cemetery.
Those from out of town to at
Ira MacDonald.
The groom is the son of Capt. and tend the services were William
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd and is a fisher Murch and Mrs. Jennie Ripley of
Bucksport
man by occupation.
The newlyweds are at the home
of the bride's parents at present. COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd have congratu-

EAST WALDOBORO

THE STORY OF A CAMPGROUND

VINALHAVEN

Evolution Of Northport Told With a
Trenchant Pen, and Clever Satire

V<m On Display
NEWPLYMOUTH WITH POWEKMATIC SHIFTING
IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS

Sumptuous New Fashion*
Tone Interior-Thrilling New
High-Torque Performance,
stepped up 4 Ways—
Magnificent New Styling

BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Very Easy Terms

Your Old Stove Taken in Trade

Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington

98-tf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
I Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
Dally
r.vccpi
Sun.

Dally
Except
Sun.

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.A.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00
5 40 3.30 9.10
6.50 4.40 10.20
7.50|
,11.30

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

ROCKLAND,
NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON.
SWAN'S ISLAND.

Ar.
Ar.
Ar,
Lv.

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.P.M.
11.55 7.00 5.35
10.55 6.00 4.35
9.50 5.00 3.25
8.45
2.15
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE

Read Down
Dally .
■k
Except75^ Daily
Sat. k xS Except = 0
Sun.
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
1 9.05
|
I Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15 10.00,3.30 9.151 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

• New York train connection Saturday only.

Dallv . w
Sat. A teS Daily
Sun.
A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. 19.45 11.45 5.30
1
1
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
Read Up
Except

78-tf
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BACK FROM WAR ZONES
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SPRUCE HEAD

OBSERVED HIS “200TH”

UNION

Mrs. Stanley Simmons went Sun
Mt Horeb Encampment'will hold
(Continued from Page One)
; His audience consisted of: Mr. day to Massachusetts where she election of officers Tuesday. Oyster
almost never refers to them) entitled and Mrs. John M. Richardson. Mr. will visit relatives ln Lynn and stew will be served after the meet
Sixteen Years After,” ln which he ' and Mrs Neil S Perry. Mr and Mr.s. Hopkinton.
ing.
made reference to four veterans cf. Shirley Barbour. Mr. and Mrs. WllA suitable reward will be paid for informa
Miss Ella Huntting and friend
Mrs. Lizzie Hughes entertained
{the 1918 War who were present at' Ham W. Cress. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Miss Selma Anderson who were
tion leading to the conviction of the persons
the luncheon—Mayor Veazie, Don Dimick. Mr. and Mrs. Donald H at Huntting Lodge for the Sum a party of friends last Saturday.
Jedediah Merrifield has employ
stealing lanterns from the trench of the Water
ald H. Fuller. Robert A. Webster Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Strong,. mer returned Tuesday to New Jer
ment
with J. L. Griffin.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
G.
Cole.
Mrs.
and Oeorge W. Gow, Jr. Next ap
Company on High street, Thomaston.
sey.
peared "Green Ink Tales" and Marguerite Johnson, MLss Helen M.
Mrs.
Jennie Thurston is in Bos
Miss Norma Oraves who has
(By Ruth Ward)
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
"When the Ghost Walks,' both of York. William J. Sullivan. Forest been working for Mrs. Vincent Carr ton for medical treatment.
Happy to be back in America are people were caught without the which were fashioned on outstand- R. Pinkerton. Mrs. Edith Follans for the Summer has returned to
Lindsey Street, Rockland
A missionary meeting was held
bee. Mrs. Mabel Thorndike. Miss
South Thomaston. Mrs. Austin Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde Carter and daughter necessary black paper, consequently- •tanding newspaper stories and
scoops, along with mention of how Annie Mullen. C. Earle Ludwiek, Kinney is caring for Vincent Carr Jessie Stewart. The next session
Frances of Spokane. Wash., who having to go without lights, and the County tri-weekly functions.
Stuart C. Burgess, Oliver F. Hills,
Jr., until Mrs. Carr comblets her du- will be in two weeks at Mrs. Bertha
are the guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. even a gas stove for fear of the
Travelogues, replete with descrip- Miss Ruth Ward. Miss Katherine
Roclciedge Inn
Bryant's.
flame
showing.
Dur'ng
the
day
tive passages, made up the sub- McDonald. Mayor Edward R. Veazie,1 Lavon B. Godfrey returned Mon
EAST WASHINGTON
W. Pesbody in Thomaston, and
it was of little use to take off the stance for his successive works. Robert A Webster. Miss Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cargill and have just returned from Sweden.
Herbert
E. Messer
day to North Haven after spend- '
paper, so a corner of it was turned "Six Million Wild Horses' (Niagara Morey and Oeorge Gow.
daughter of Union were visitors
ing
tlie
weekend
at
home.
Herbert
Edson Messer whoso
Back in March. 1939 the travelers back to let in a little light. To
«« ««
Falls). “Children of Callendar'' (the I Inawnjich as the favorite conclulast Saturday at the home of Mr
Vincent Carr and Earle Rackllff death occurred Sept. 1 in Thcmaswent
across
on
the
Queen
Mary*
walk in :he streets at night Was Qulnts) and visits to the Cradle of K‘on t0 8 Winslow talk Ls a bit of
BHERLEY T. WILLIAMS
and Mrs. W. M. Prescott.
planning a three months' visit with like seeing a horror movie, and Liberty and World of Tomorrow. ! aPt Quotation, it is fitting to add have employment on White Head toh. was born Jan. 18. 1868. young
Correspondent
Mrs. Martha Hayward and chil Mrs. Carter's brother, but the visit
with the Government workmen.
er son of George R. and Julia
after a while, lt become nerve
' Through these talks I have this thought, borrowed from Edgar
ft A ft ft
dren Joan and Andrew went last . was forcefully extended to 18
Mrs.
Cora
Murphy
and
Miss
(Bryant) Messer. He was married
made hundreds of friends whom Ouest:
Saturday to Millinocket where Mr I months. Their first landing place racking.
Tel. 190
In April the blackouts were given otherwise I should never have "Oh. paths there are that lead to fame, Helen Meservey entertained this to Inez Cook, the elder daughter
Hayward has a position as principal | was in England, and from there
week Miss Gertrude Snow and of Cap: ard Mrs. Albert G Cook
path* are trod alone.
up. becaus® there was very little known." said Mr. Winslow, "and Those
But loveliest far those roadways are
in High School.
"Bill" Murphy of Middleboro, of Friendship.
they went to Copenhagen. Den darkness. The sun set about 11.30
The Baptist Mission Circle will
Where friendships smile has shone
I wouldn't take $500 for the The
Mass.
The entire party left for
For many years he was employed
little
lanes
that
memory
keeps
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E
Burnell
Overlock
mark.
which
city
they
describe
as
resume its meetings Tuesday, as
p. m. and rose again at 1 o'clock, satLsfaction and pleasure which the Are pleasant ways of cheer.
home Thursday accompanied by by the Georges Valley Ra'lnad
sembling at 2 o'clock at the home i and son Vincent have returned to ] a beautiful fairyland at night, with and then it 'vas only a twilight experience has afforded me."
Where tales are told, and Jovs unfold
Mrs. Robert Von Dohlen and son which later was known as the Knox
Throughout the friendly year of Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, Main Lincoln. R I., after spending the , the myriads o.* lights shining, but darkness that came.
Richard who have been visiting Railroad, and along with his stren
Summer
at
their
cottage
and
visitI
it
becomes
dirty
and
uninteresting
'
street Miss Christine Moore ls in
There was »o little heat in the
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey for the past uous duties as railroad and express
charge of the program and the ing relatives in this and other I in the daylight. There they saw- houses, that the people went in exhausted on arrival at the steam SOUTH WALDOBORO
agent, he mar.pged a coal business,
three weeks.
few other vehicles besides bicycles, more than ev»r for outdoor sports, er, and some were ill, including
topic for the meeting ls "The | towns
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Thomasa fertilizer business and also sold
Mrs.
Virginia
Drinkwater
of
Mrs.
Carter.
This
proved
to
be
eight
or
ten
lines
of
them
travel’
Mrs.
Lottie
Prescott
and
Mrs.
particulaily
skiing,
to
keep
warm.
Genesis of the Exodus."
| ton spent the past week with her Rockland was overnight guest insurance. Town affairs held a
a
fortunate
misfortune,
for
Mrs.
ing in all directions, the riders
Members of Arcana Lodge and Etta Barnes were visitors Monday carrying everything from groceries Shopping davs were Wednesday and Carter was put in the ship hospital, sister Mrs. Grace Borneman.
Thursday of her mother Mrs. L. C. great .r tert st for him and for years
Saturday, when everyone went to
Mrs. Bessie Wallace, with Mrs. Elwell.
Mayflower Temple are invited to a in Waterville.
he v.-as town r'erk. tax collector
where
she
had
a
soft
bed
and
re

to
furniture
on
them.
the
big
>pci
markets,
and
nearly
Mrs. Olive Light is ill at the home
I Josephine Laury and Howard Beale
picnic dinner Sunday at the cot
and later, treasurer and constable
ceived
every
attention.
Then
on
to
Sweden
by
ferry,
to
1
always went home with 'heir
tage of Mrs. Guy Lermond at Holi of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham I the spic and span capital city of
as wv'i. Twice during this time he
Miss Carter did not fare so well, ' of Friendship, attended the Rock- WASHINGTON
baskets more than half full of
Her
daughter
Mrs.
Arabel
Leonard
I land Society of Hard of Hearing
day Beach. All attending will take
was Representative to Legislature.
Stockholm where most of their | flowers. They wen* to buy milk however, and on a boat which was ! picnic Wednesday at Miss Helen llowes Rruniun
of
Camden
is
with
her
this
week.
dishes ana if not solicited, take
Mr. Messer was a deacon and
built
to
accommodate
250
passen

time
was
spent.
.
with pitc.ter*. bought from big
Mr. and Mrs. W M Prescott with
i Carr's in Thomaston.
The annual reunion of the de treasurer of the Congregational
sweets.
The Swedish people are of a open vats, any quantity bought gers. found herself crowded on
Mrs. Thomas Baldwin of Wollaston.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Harry L. Stanhope scendants of Mr. and Mrs. Everson Church. He and Mrs. Messer were
Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Crawford. Mass., attended the recent wedding solemn, serious nature, and sel from a cupful to a gallon pitcher. with 870 others. Rooms for 50
of Waterville were guests Sunday Howes was held Aug. 31. at the also members of the choir. Music
berths
were
made
over
toaccom

Mrs. Charles Winchenbach and Mrs. ' of Miss Nancy Pepper and Benja dom joke and laugh as Americans
They were having a wonderful
Federal Camping Ground. Georges held a keen interest for him, and
of Mr. and Mrs Alvin Wallace.
Carrie Philbrook were guests at a min Rcss Brown in South Jefferson • do. and it was rather difficult for time, noting the beautiful architec modate from 75 to 80 people, make
Lake, with an attendance of 84 besides his choir work, he was
Mrs.
Eleanor
Pitman
of
Appleparty Thursday night at the home
Mr. and Mrs. C. E Overleck were two people of such cheery nature ture of the large buildings, and shift wooden beds being used. For , ton recently visited her parents Mr. relatives.
band leader from time to time.
of Mr and Mrs John Cunningham in Unity last Sunday and called on as the Carters to always suppress I the wonderful scenery, and then, mattresses were used strips of can J and Mrs. Alfred Standish.
Among them were Herbert Howes For many years he was an active
vas.
and
each
was
given
two
army
themselves.
An
inkling
as
to
how
in Union. Mrs. Philbrook received i Mr. and Mrs. Albert Farwell. The
war broke out. Return passage
Miss Eleanor Gruhn, who has and sister Mattie Overlock of Attle- member of the Odd Fellows Lodge.
an attractively decorated cake pre i latter will be remembered as Mi - those people figure the size of j was impossible, every boat that left blankets and a pillow, that was
‘ been spending the Summer at the ! boro. Mass.; Dr. and Mrs. Leroy
Mr. Messer partially retired about
sented in honor of her birthday an Maude Sukeforth. formerly of this United States is given-in this inci- ■ port for America being crowded to covered. It was dark and dismal
i home of her aunt, Mrs. Samuel j Howes of Endfield; Dr. Ralph 15 years ago and was then able
in
the
hatches,
and
there
was
a
dent.
A
friend
inquired
of
Mrs.
1
niversary which fell on that date.
town.
the utmost. A long waiting list was
Winchenbach, returned last Satur Howes. North Carolina; Mr. and to enjoy his favorite sport which
Mrs Lob Powell of South Liberty Carter if she had seen a certain 1 not exactly cheerful, but there was great deal of seasickness. Miss day to Jamaica Plain, Mass.
The Baptist Ladies Circle elected
Mrs. Clarence Howes and Miss was trout fishing, and also to enCarter
tried
sleeping
on
the
deck
young
man
who
had
left
Sweden
'
nothing
to
do
but
wait
to
receive
I
was
a
recent
visitor
at
the
home
of
these officers Wednesday: Presi
Mrs. Stella Collamore 1s spend-: Vera Howes of Liberty; Mr. and I Joy with Mrs. Messer .nine seasons
for
a
few
nights
but
caught
a
sev

for
the
States,
residing
in
Brooklyn.
‘
notice when passage was to be
dent, Mrs Susie Newbert; vice I Mr. and Mrs. W M. Prescott.
ere cold, and so she returned to ing two weeks vacation at her home Mrs. Everson Howes and sons Her- ln St. Petersburg. Fla., where they
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Witham of Mrs. Carter said that she hadn't - made.
president. Mrs. Hattie Creighton;
here. She is employed at the home bert and William of Taunton. Mass.; built a home, and where the latter
the hatches.
seen
him.
and
explained
that
she
j
Finally
notice
came
to
the
Car

Pittston
were
supper
guests
Sunday
secretary. Mrs. Maude Webber;
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Martin, daugh died in April 1934 Later he was
of L. A. Thurston, Rockland.
Tlie
food
was
rather
good,
quite
lived
in
Washington,
a
long
disI
'
of
Mr
and
Mr?.
Charles
Overlock
ters
that
they
were
to
board
the
treasurer. Mrs Grace Andrew?.
te.Martha of Beverly. Mass.; Miss I married to Mrs. Grace Nichols of
Tlie
Wallace,
Simmons
and
Hil

different
from
the
diet
received
in
Mrs Elizabeth Walsh. Mrs. Minnie Mrs. Edith Overlock and Mrs tance from New York. Still, her American legion boat for America
ton families held a picnic Sunday Mary Martin, Everett, Mass.; Mr. St. Petersburg and Cleveland. Ohio
Finland,
where
flie
menu
ronsL'ted
friend
could
not
understand
why
at
Petsamo.
Finland,
the
only
Fin

Blanche
Johnston
were
also
callers
{
Wilson. Mrs. Lucy Sillery and Mrs.
she hadn't run across him. when ' nish port now open. They had of salt horsemeat. (they Insist that's at the Scofield camp. Back Cove. Mrs. Everett Stover and daughter who survives him.
Ella Stackpole were appointed to at the Overlock home.
For the last flve years Mr. Messer
they were both in the United two days to pack, and an attempt what it was i salt cabbage, salt car Among the'eut-of town guests were Ijtura of Union; Mr. and Mrs. For
serve on the work committee and
Mr. and Mrs. John Hutchins of est Howes of Milton, Mass.; Mr. : was in ill health and the last year
rots
and
partially
cooked
potatoes,
States.
was
made
to
make
a
farewell
call
Mrs. Letitia Surrett. Mrs Abbie , land. Mass Ls celebrated at 8 and
and Mrs. John Adams, New Hamp was spent ln bed at The Lucette
Swedish food is heavy and rich. , on Mrs. Carters brother in Troll- and for dessert, was served rhubarb Brooks.
Shaw and Mr.s. Fred Wyllie of War 110.45 a. m.
shire.
J in Thomaston.
pie.
thick
crust
with
a
few
slices
For
breakfast
is
served
lots
of
sweet
I
hatten. where an airplane factory
ren. on the sick committee. Fol
St. John's Church: At 9 a. m„!
Tuesday. Sept. 10. the Bluebonnet
The above relatives were also
Funeral services were held at the
cakes, coffee, herring and omelet. I is located. They found it impos of rhubarb in between. They ap
lowing the meeting a meat pie sup , Holy Eucharist
Girl Scout Troop of Rockland had I callers and guests at the home of Methodist Church where he was
preciated
it,
though,
because
they
and
three
or
four
kinds
of
bread.
|
sible
to
get
permission
to
enter
per was served and in the evening
Baptist Church: Sunday- school
its first meeting of the season. The ! Mrs. Addie Stover at Stickney Cor- surrounded by beautiful flowers
Miss Jane Miller showed moving at 9 45. worship at 11. Music in- Luncheon is served on what is , the city, due to the fact that the realized it was done as a nice ges following officers were elected; ner. The ancestor of the group, from his many friends, business
ture to the Americans On the
pictures.
I eludes the choral anthem. "The called the sandwich table, with ‘ Swedish government was having boat they were served scrambled ! Joanne Hunt and Dorothy Trask. Everson Howes, was in early life a associates and children.
four or five kinds of canned herr trouble with spies. It would take
Mrs. Dawson Brewer entertained Cross.” by Ecker, with incidental
He leaves 20 descendants: Six
ing. meat balls, cheeses, bread and flve days to get a permit, and eggs, but oh! the eggs were far color !}earer3! Janet Smith, game native of this town and resided on
at bridge Tuesday Mrs. Alonzo solo by Raymond K Greene, and a
village, children. Merle M.. Mrs. Earle M.
cakes. At dinner is the smorgos- 1 even then there was small chance from fresh, and after they had leadcr: Jane Perr>- trooP scrlbe: ' the “Mi!ls” h111 near
Spaulding. Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs ; baritone solo by William T. Smith.
bord. when abcut the same food ; of getting it. That spies were eaten them nearly every day for Doroth>' Trask, song leader. There later going to Liberty where on Butler, Mrs. William J. Robbins
Clifford Clark and Mrs Clement Jr. Mrs. Faith G Berry will be the appears, but there is a great deal !
getting in was known, for activities luncheon, it became a little mon will be a committee meeting next the southeast side of Steven's Pond of Union. Mrs. Murray T. Whalen,
Moody Mrs Moody was awarded the organist. The morning sermon topic
more of it. On special occasions. > of the plant were often broadcast otonous. They ate in a huge din- Monday at 2.30 in the Universalist he reared his large family. He was Ronald R., and Sidney H., of Rockprize for high score. Mrs. Smith ! is "Building." At 7 o'clock Mts. vegetables are served, and are con
i ing hall, on rough tables and ben- Church. Members of the committee a prosperous farmer and his large I land; 12 grandchildren and two
on German stations.
second, and Mrs. Clark the consola Carl R. Gray will conduct the final sidered a
are requested to be there. Brownie farm with its up to date home was ' great-grandchildren.
. ches, 300 people to a sitting
luxury.
Simetimes
They
were
transported
on
a
Swe

[ lesson in a series on the topic “The
tion.
Interment was in Lake View
The passengers did not wear life troop will meet Monday at 3.30. Girl' a model of thrift and neatness.
leaves of spinach are served float- i den train, and accommodations
Each year sees the family group Cemetery with his father, grand
Mrs John Tillson Is confined to Second Coming.” At the pray“r mg in thick creamed soup. For were found to be very comfortable. belts, and were not assigned to any Scouts will meet at 4.30.
| meeting Thursday at 7 o'clock the
------------------1 gather for its exchange of greet- father. and great-grandfather—the
her home by illness.
dessert.
thick clabbered milk Arriving on the border of Finland, I particular I'fe boats. They passed
Dance to Oeorge Goodie's cele- mgs and keeping together of home fourth generation of his family to
Levi Copeland has invited the 1 pastor will use the subject "The Acid whipped with cream is popular.
through
mine
areas,
and
the
crew
they
boarded
Finnish
trains,
that
Pythian Sisters and Brothers to I Test."
Turkey or chicken for dinner was were uncomfortably crowded, poor reported that they had seen driti- brated music tonight at Oakland, ties and although distance sepa- reside in this town since his great
Federated Church: Sunday school
meet Sunday at the Lermond cot
r.o treat, for it is cooked without ly ventilated, and not very clean. I ing mines, and during a:, this, Entire net proceeds to Rockland rates no barriers arise to deter this grandfather. a native of Massachu1 setts, settled here in 1796.
meeting of relatives each year.
tage at Holiday Beach, with pic at 9.45: worship at 11. the topic. stuffing, and is dried and tasteless. From Happaranda they went fur they were passing through a bad Nursing Association. ♦
nic dinner at noon. Please note I “Castles in Spain.” Music includes Meat could not be purchased Mon ther north, coming to Rovaniemi. I storm. The captain explained that
change from original plan of pic the anthem "The Lord Is My Shep- days. that being butchering day. where is located the only modern the reason they were not assigned
I herd," by Koschat. Epworth League The meat is sold while it Is still
nic supper.
hotel near the Arctic circle. It , boats, or ''Id not have life boat
will hold the first meeting of the
Mrs. Orrin W. Clark and son
warm, and cooked immediately.
was the warm season in the circle. I drill, vas Leceuse if dlstastcr had
j season in the vestry at 6 o’clock.
Richard I. Clark of Attleboro.
Drinking at the table is a cere ! and the scenery- was breathtaking, i come, here was little that could
Miss Jean Crie and Miss Eleanor
Mass., who have been visiting Mr.
mony. White brandy is at each all green growth and shrubbery. | have been done about lt.
Gregory will have charge. The eveplace, and one must wait for the
Thirteen days were spent ln
and Mrs. William T. Flint the past
Transportation was by bus by
j ning service at 7 will have as tts
nest to drink first. Then one may this time, and the trouble really be crossing the Atlantic, and a wel
few days returned home yesterday.
j topic "How To Read the Bible.”
pick up one's glass, bow to the gan. The so-called busses were come sight was the harbor of NewFriendly Club will meet for pic
nic at the home of Miss Helen • Dance to George Goodie's cele host, then to the hostess and each little more than trucks with seats York, and the Statue of Liberty.
member at the table, and then I placed in them, and the road led
Studley next Wednesday.
brated music tonight at Oakland.
drink.
i them through the Russian-Finland TENANT’S HARBOR
Entire net proceeds to Rockland
In the Churches
Swedish folks are very neat, ar.d battlefields. The road was gutted
Nursing
Association.
•
Arthur Brown of New York and
There will be no service at St
go for the most part to steam baths. [ out terribly in some places, caused
sister Mrs. Emma Dwyer of Whit
James’ Church Sept. 15, nor every
Homes have no modern convenien I by bombs, and the passengers rode
man. Mass, recently spent a short
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
third 8unday thereafter. At St
ces except electric stoves and Irons. for 17 hours on just such a road.
time at the old homestead at the
Bernard's Catholic Church in Rock- sified offer*
Only three stops were made the Creek.
In a bride's trousseau are found
i 50 pairs of sheets and pillow cases, 1 whole trip, and then only when
The townspeople were pleasantly
to take her through to the first ! the passengers begged the drivers
surprised Monday afternoon by the
wash day, sometimes months away. to do so. Bodies of soldiers and
arrival of their fomer pastor. Rev.
Hot water is available in apart- horses still lay in the fields, and
Newell J. Smith. Mrs. Smith and
! ment houses most of the time, that i It was considered unhealthy to
daughter Sherrill Faye of Milo who
is. until the Janitor goes on his va stop. They saw wrecked trucks
were overnight guests of Rev. and
cation, wh.cli lasts two months or and Finnish Jeds stacked up by
Mrs P. E. Milleer Many happy
more. During that time, tenants the roadside, the remains of houses
greetings were exchanged.
heat their water on gas stoves. No • that were bombed, and houses that
Miss Jennie Coolbroth leaves this
screens arc used on windows and were burned by the Finns in pref
week
for Massachusetts where she
| doors, ch ’ese cloth being put over erence to having the Russians get
will soon enter Boston University
I pictures anti chandeliers for pro I them.
tection.
They passed through Tjuviarvi for a six months course prepara
tory to teaching religious and
Blackouts in Sweden started in where 49 000 Russians were killed
Novtmber. and windows and doors it is said by a band of 400 (Fin another subject in the schools,
had to oe tightly sealed. The or nish soldiers. The bus drivers having graduated from the Gor
der for the blackout came two days drove at a furious pace all the way don School of Theology. She has
sooner than expected, and some and as a result the passengers were been spending a vacation with her
j parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cool———————————————broth.

REWARD

The Thrilling Story Of Two Women
Who Are Visiting In Thomaston

THOMASTON

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

Strand, Sund’y, Mond’y, Tucsd’y, Wednesd’y «£££*£•£ ZT-S
BOOM TOWN

j week with Capt. and Mrs. Charles
Holbrook.
A practice meeting of the officers
of Naomi Chapter. OKS. will be
held Tuesday night at 7 o'clock.
1 Church News

Jane Wyatt is pleading with Charles Bickford as Chester Morris
stands by in this scene from Republic's “Girl From God's Country."

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

Replete with such spectacular action scenes as a blazing oil well
being whiffed cut by a blast of
Half-brute, half-human, this feared murderer of the jungle dives from TNT. oil gushers roaring in to sheet
trees to kill! The weird rites of this secret cult is exposed in "Leopard derricks high into the air, a dive
into a sea cf mud to escape wfcizMm of Africa.”

Worship services will be conduc- !
ted as usual Sunday. The morn
ing worship begins at 10.30 o'clock, j
The sermon topic will be, “A Sure [
Foundation." Special music will be ;
furnished bv the choir and a vocal
solo will be sung by Mr. Gough.
The Church School meets at 11.30
oclock with classes for all ages.
The evening service which begins
at 7 o'clock will be in charge of
Mr. MacManus and Mr. Gough who
will present "The Life of Christ in
Music". This should be an in
spiring and helpful service.
Prayer meeting will be held Wed- i
I nesday at 7 o'clock.
The Young Peoples Christian En| deavor will meet at the church Fri
day night at 7 o'clock.
Crescent Beach Inn employes had
an outing and picnic on High
Island last Sunday the trip being
made in the now famous "Letitia."
A- grand time was reported. Cres
cent Beach Inn has now closed
alter the mest successful season of
zing bullctsf fist fights extending its career.
| from a frontier saloon to a swanky
China has inaugurated the Na
Manhattan office, and ether thrills
of the oil fields "Boom Town" tional Food Administration to
comes to Strand Theatre Sunday handle food supply problems in the
interior.
for a four-day run.—adv.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 .MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, ME.

TEL. 1259

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

I
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OCl ETY.

Henry E. Edwards of Ash Point
and Birmingham. Mich., has been
on a business trip to Boston this
week

.

z

Civil War Veteran

CAMDEN

Lots Of “Rookies”

This And That

ftftftft
JUNE COTE
Correspondent

The Fall meeting of the Maine
Society cf the Daughters cf the
American Revolution will be Held
with the Samuel Grant Chapter, in
Gardiner. Sept. 18. in the Univcrsalist Church, Church street. The
Executive Board meeting will be
at 9.45 a. m. The meeting will be
called to order at 10.30. Luncheon
will be served at 12.30; tickets, 75
cents a plate. Make reservations
for the luncheon with Mrs. F. L
Amesbury, 117 Brunswick avenue
Gardiner, Maine, on or before the
14th.

ROCKPORT
UDAO C7LAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2228 '

Entering Class At Rock
land High School Numbers
133 Pupils

When they write the class history
of 1944, Rockland High School,
they will recite the fact that
The Wallace Page house on Cen
MLss Arlene Jenkins has returne.l
began its career with an
tral street has been sold to Harold
to the home of her grandmother,, impressive group of 133 students.
S. Davis.
Mrs. F. D. Hawse, after having some may become "Winter killed''
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Love
By K. s. F.
been a patient at Kncx Hospital | and some may conclude to despense
joy went today to Connecticut, ac
The Ladies Farm Bureau will
due to leg infecticn.
wpij a High School course, but at
companied by their daQghters, Miss
hold its first meeting of the season
At the Methodist Church. Sun this writing it looks like a pretty
Priscilla Lovejoy, returning to her
at Megunticook Grange hall next
An effort is being made to re day. Rev. F. Ernest Smith will take
studies at Stuncleigh College, and
Tuesday at 10.30. The subject will
good sized commencement four
Mrs. John Oatti, who has been their
be "Scrap Books" and will be in cover from sea water, potash salts. as subject of the 11 a. m. service years hence.
This
was
tried
in
Norway,
and
if
"Is Your Faith Pagan or Chris
guest this week, returning to her
charge of the Training Class. Din
Here’s the list
John Mitchell
Harold C. Haskell and mother, home in Lebanon.
ner will be in charge of Mrs. they succeed, why not a similar tian?" and for the evening service Eugene Allen
plant?
Frederick Alley
Joyce Mitchell
"The Man Who Wasn't Wanted.
Mrs. Charles A. Haskell, who have
Harold Nash and Mrs. Ruth Knight venture in the• •Rockland
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller entertained
. .
.
,
. , , Joan Bourn
• •
Dmaid Morang
Earl Achorn has returned to Ronald Berry
been spending the Summer at their
Miss Beatrice Folsom returned to her contract club Friday afternoon
Albert Munro
and will be served at the usual
Esther Munro
The
cla's
composition
was
about
Searsport
to
resume
his
teaching
,
Albert
Burpee
Pleasant Beach cottage, return Newport Wednesday after visiting at her heme cn Talbot avenue. Mrs
gnu. 11 charge.
Norma Munro
Kings. One boy wrote this: "The duties after spending the Summer ' R„th Cnrter
Sunday night to their home in 1 friends in this city for several days. Mary Newell and Mrs. Charles H
Charlotte Murphy
Jasha Brodsky, first violinist of
I
Katherine
Casaldy
Robert Nash
most
powerful
King
on
earth
is
Greenville, Dela. Mrs Harold Has-; She was acccmcanied bv Miss Mary Weymouth were guests.
the Curtis String Quartet, and Wor-Klni; the laziest one is Shir- vacation at his home.
1 Barbara Cnatner
Christine Newhall
Preceding the stated meeting of Farle Chandler
kell and sister, Mrs. Caroline Saun- , Sylvester, who will be her guest.
Lola Nichols
family have returned to Philadel King; the wittiest is Jo-King; the Haibcr
Light chapter OE'S next Raymond Chisholm Margaret Norman
ders return next Tuesday.
-------Ruth Mayhew Tent will hold its
phia after spending the Summer quietest is Thin-King; the thirsti- _
,
. . .
.
,,
1 Peverly Cogan
Elsie Norton
_____
| Mr. and Mrs. Vance Norton and annual sale of cooked lood. home
Tuesday night the members will en- Olorla Compton
William Orne
here.
I
vford
Conary
Ronald Packard
(est ls Dirln-King; the slyest might joy a picnic supper at Granite Pier.
Thomas Jones, Jr.
Father of
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Mills is very children Geraldine and Vance Jr. made candy and ap.ons at Grand
Kenneth Conway Osmond Palmer
Worship
will
be
at
11
o'clock
at
Robert Pau!
ill at the home of her son. Jesse , returned home this week, after visit- Army hall Monday at 1 o'clock. A; Rockland L. Jones of Rockport, the Baptist Church Sunday with a be Win-King; and the noisest. Tai- Those not previously .solicltrd are Francis Cross
Elaine Poust
King.
asked to take sweets. At the e'ose Norma Curtis
Mills in Warren. Her daughter Mrs. ln« in New York, and attending the 2.33 there will be a icauo paity in his 87th year; and Clarence B.
Elaine Prock
Dorothy Day
• * ♦ *
sermon
by
the
pastor,
Rev.
W.
F.
Jones
of
Waldoboro,
89.
of the mee'ing there will be a te- Betty Dolliver
Norma Rawley
Charles Dudley of Wilton, N. H. is i Wor'd s Fair,
with liaz Packato as nostess. A
Brown on the subject, "Keeping
Joyce Raye
“The narrower the mind the hearsal of the work.
Warren Dow
short program and Scotch auction
also with her.
Hartwell Dowling Mabel Richards
Mrs. Agnes Shepherd hes re the Faith in a Crumbling World." broader the statement.’’
Miss Nora Long recently returned will be features cf the business
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pressey of Margaret Economy Dorothy Robertson
• • • •
turned J rom Southampton, L. I., Donald Welt of Rockport will be
Jeannette RibisliuW
to Wollaston, Mass., after spending session at 7.30.
Patten, who have been spending a Cecil Ftwell
MLss Laura Pomroy goes Monday two weeks as guest of friends.
Alice Rogers
Emery
where she visited her daughter. the soloist. The church school will
And remember this. Mrs. Will month's vacation In Camden, ar.d Ruth
Frances Rogers
Rov
E,te;
to Washington. D. C., where she
preceed
the
preaching
service
at
Mrs.
Ernest
Adelman
fcr
two
weeks,
kie's
background
is
one
of
broad
Gilbert
Rogers
E.
B.
Cro.bv
of
Cimdcn
were
dinRichard
Falla
Mrs. C. E. Daniels and Sherman
will enter Fairmont College.
Harlan Rollins
.
,
, .
,
Mary Farrand
Charity Club was guest Thursday Daniels have returned from Boston, and friends in Brooklyn. Impres 9.45 The mid-week service will be culture and she shows it without ner guesLs
Thursday n,ght at the I Arlene Fickett
Charles Seaman
of Mrs. William Talbot in Port- where they attended the gift show sions gathered on her trip will ap held Thursday night at 7.30.
exhibiting it. She ls a librarian by heme of Mrs. Mabel Withee.
Richard Olles
Norina Shannon
Shelby Olend'lng Benjamin Shapiro
Mrs. Emerson Sadler entertained ! land, fcr lunchen and an afternoon
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Tillson Thomas training and has deep appreciation
"Let No Man Deceive You" will Norma Or
at Statler Hotel. Mr. Daniels at pear ln a later issue.
Eleanor Shute
Thursday night at a supper party, of sewing and cards.
Joyce Simmons
and two children have returned to of music and art. with wide knowl be the subject of tlie Sundav morn- Cleveland may
tended
the
Yankee-Red
Sox
series,
Gerald
Small
dancing and a social time rounding
_____
rs
a ^.1
v. Lunette Orav
Mrs. Harold Coombs and Mrs. Rumford after passing the Sum edge of both as well as literature ing seitncn ata ai
tlie BaptLst Church, waiter Ouptlll
Irving Small
out a happv evening. Guests were i Miss Jeannette Frieze, who has and also the professional football Edward Peaslee have returned from mer here. Mr. Thcmas is a teach that ls quickly understood and re Rev. C. V. Overman, pastor, and Alice Hail
Albert Smith
Robert Sprowl
Mr and Mrs. E. Kenneth Mills,] been visiting her grandmother. Mrs. game between the Red Skins and a few days visit in Augusta.
er, ar.d athletic coach at Rumford vealed in her conversation.
at the evening service the subject ciara Hallowell
All
Stars.
Bernice Stanley
•
•
•
•
Miss Marion Wallace. Oeorge Enow C. F. Simmons for an extended time,
Cheater
Staples
Frtncls
Haraden
High School.
will be “Srarch tlie Scriptures."
liergla Stevens
Mildred Harvev
of Portland, Cressell Hanley of returned Thur; lay toiler home ln
Guests yesterday of Mrs. Kennedy
Now that It is learned that fresh
Mr.s. Ruth Shaw will be hostess Elizabeth Haskell Richard Stevens
Mrs. Do PcwVrs of Qu;ncv Mass,
Mrs. Kenneth Ralston returned
Damariscotta and Robert Sadler , Plainfield, N. J.
Paul Stockbridge
Howard
is the guest of her aunt. Mrs. Philip Crane at her Battery Pooint cot Friday to Philadelphia after spend bread ls not indigestible what joy to tiie Trytohelp Club Monday Eirl
Lewis Stockford
Ilvonen
tage were Mrs. Blin W. Page, Mrs.
one can take with hot rolls and night at her heme on the Balokovic Carl
Howard,
Summer
street.
ing
two
weeks
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geraldine
Jackson
Alfred 8torer
Mrs. Lula Lachance, who for
Lester Sherman has been ill at
Roy Marston. Mrs. Thcmas Green
muffins
and
biscuits.
At
last
some

|
Nathalie
Jackson
Sherwood
Strout
estate in Hope.
Henry Baldwin.
Mary Studley
some time has resided in Rockland . his home for some days, and friend.;
~
i
Virginia Jacobs
way
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Derby

one
has
begun
to
take
the
troubles
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, president
Capt.
Ernest
M
Torrey
remains
Malate
Johomn
Bickford
Sylvester
Mrs. Olive Young will leave out of the way.
is reported as seriously ill at her ‘ are glad for the reixirt of his im- of Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary, will shire,, ail of Skowhegan.
William Talt
seriously ill at the Community Robert J, ne.
Sunday on a two weeks' vacation
• • • •
Richard Thomas
home on Hillside avenue, Mada-1 provement.
attend a reception given Depart
Hospital
where
he
has
been
a
pawilliam
Jordan
Gladys
Thompson
waska. Me, wiicre she returned I
-------Miss Eleanor Hall returned Wed with relatives in Bennington. Vt.
Of course boys are taking ’first
Matilda Thorndike
ment president Mary I Mill.ken at
‘ O'«» Kjngaa
Mrs. Maud Southerland. Miss prizes at State fairs for cooking. tient tlie pxst week.
recently. She will shortly be reMr and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller.
Geneva Thurston
nesday to St. Joseph's Academy in
MLss Helena Lphatn is rmp oyed Bertha Learned
Isabelle Thurston
moved to a Canadian Hospital with Mrs. W. O. Fuller, went today I 1
..............
5
8
Portland a here she is a student, Dorothy Lord, and Miss Florence Look at the drug store counters at the Summer home of W. K. Martha iceman
Jason Thurston
Kirk
have
been
spending
a
few
••Sarita’' in Edmund.,ton. N. B for to Oorham, N. H„ to attend the
Au tin Ulmer
and all the eating places from Whipple cn Sea street.
Miss Dorothy Smith, who is em after spending the Summer at Camp
i
H
'ta
l.vnch
Louise Veazie
an operation. Mrs. Lachance has1 wedding of Douglas A. Philbrook ployed in Gilbert's Beauty Salon, Pesquasawasls in Danville, and with days in Boston.
Maine to Florida and from Wash
Mr.s.
C
V.
Overman
will
br
tiie
Beatrice Maloney I) maid Walker
Miiss Barbara Wood, daughter of ington to California and you will
friends in this city who will regret I grandson of the W O Fullers. The goes today cn a week's vacation, her father Charles S. Hall, Jr.
Barbura Whitmore
hi.uni •tnlnnc
 Lloyd Mahoney
Charles Whitmore
Principal and Mrs. Carlton Wood, find expert cooks behind the speaker at the meeting of the new
party from Rockland will be the visiting the New York World's Fair
to hear of her serious condition.
SoGlenda
Mulnistrom
Olorlu Witham
ly organised Young People's
guests cf the Howard G. Philbrooks
The officers and directors of the has entered the Freshman Class counters with white coat and ciety at West Rockport to be held Melzlne MrCaslln V nf.nla Witham
, „
She will be accompanied by Miss
Juris
McIntyre
Gordon Wotton
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon F.int and at Eastern Slope Inn in North Con- ! Martha Anderson of p^nd.
Rockland Savings Bank with their at Bates College.
jaunty cap at a most effective Sunday at 5 p. m A board of offi- Ruth McMahon
Sherwood Wotton
daughter Elizabeth Ann of Cam- way, N. H , returning Sunday aft- I
“
God
s
Plan
for
My
Life"
will
James
McPhee
Charles
Young
Wives, were guests at a boiled din
angle, and the skill and agility of cer- will b*» elected at the businc
Lincoln
McRae
Frederic Young
bridge. Mass. , are spending two ernocn. Mr. and Mrs, H. Nelson
Eleven members and three guests ner last night at the Arthur L. Orne De the subject o' the sermon by an expert chef at your service. session.
Ktnneth Mignault Ruymoud Young
weeks with Mr. Flint's parents, Mr. McDcugall cf Portland will also be of Lady Knox Chapter. Daughters cottage at Crawford Lake. This is the pastor. Rev. Weston P. Holman. Waffles and toast never burned,
Mrs. Leslie C. Dean is confined Tuition Student*
and Mrs. Harry M. Flint, Broad- at the wedding.
of the American Revolution, en an annual affair. Mr. Orne raises I Sunday at 10 30 o'clock at the chops perfectly cooked, salads with to her heme by illnes
Eugene Allen.
South Thomaston
t way.
| Juan Baum.
South Thomaston
. .joyed the generous hospitality of all the vegetables and gathers them Methodist Church. The music will bewitching trim and flavor, Ice
Albert
Burpee.
Ash Point
.
, ‘Ir' an<? Mr®-Eugene E. Son card ^jS Hester Chase and her assists not earlier than 2 o'clock of the be arranged by A. F Sherman, cream with a topping that angels
1 Katherine Crsidy
Owl s Head
At the last meeting of the Arts are visiting their daughter. Mrs ants. Mrs. Hattie Davies and Miss afternoon so that they go from Church school and Bible classes would envy—and they never stop NORTH HAVEN
Kenneth Conway,
South Thomaston
and Crafts Society held with Mrs William E Parker and family in
Ash Point
Baptist service Sunday morning
Eilen Cochran at her Summer home ground to pot and have all del will meet at 11.45. Happy Hour to powder their noses, rouge their
Owl's Head
Harriet Merriam Monday evening Eastliampton, Mass,
will be conducted by Earle Clifford Cecil* Eiwei.r
service will be held at 7.30 with lips or pat their hair.
South Thomaston
or Beech Hill in Rockport Picnic icious flavor possible.
South Thomaston
the members voted to give a lecture i
praise service and message by the
of
Oorham. His subject will be W
2i'liter
r,ma 9
rjv.r,':;
dinner was served. The ladies were
Owl s Lead
.
Guptlll,
cn Chinese Arts and Crafts, fol-' Albert Levenseler is a surgical paMrs. Henry C. Chatto entertained pastor on the subject, "God. the
Owl's Hea l
And why should anyone refuse Tlie Supreme Fulfillment of Re- c»r Ilvonen
occupied
with
various
kinds
of
lowed by Chinese Wedding Cere- ' tient in Knox Hospital.
’. Services Will begin at 10 a«’r»ld ne Jackson. South Thomaxton
fancy work, and the beautiful view Thursday afternoon at a tea in Best Paymaster." Mrs. Allen Pay- to be finger-printed? The Ameri ligion
. ,
t
i Nathalie Jacks n.
South Thomaston
mony Sept. 27 at the Community
------Bertha learned
Owls Head
which spreads for miles was much Honor of Mrs. Vincent Sheehan of son will be the soloist. Church can Ouild of Variety Artists is op oclock Standard time.
Building. The next meeting of the
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield and
South Thomaston
Robert
Crowell
will
enter
Coburn
Biatr.ce
Maloney.
night
service
will
be
held
In
the
England
and
New
Ycrk,
ccming
posing this movemert and the ™
admired. Three members and a
South
Thomaston
i
,
4,4
.
...
Emma
Maloney.
Arts and Crafts Society wi’.l be held j Mrs. Mary Newell, her Summer
from York Harbor, where she and vestry Thursday night at 7.30 and reflection should be on this Guild. Classical Institute in Waterville. | j ,hn Mitchell.
South Thomanton
with Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee Monday at , kuest frem New York, joined in a guest called In the afternoon to her two children axe spending tlie ■choir rehearsal on Friday night.
Hope
• • • •
Huse are
Mchoi
Rev.
and Mrs. H. F.
hare the pleasures of the day.
..
.
..
Elsie Norton,
South Thomaston
7 30 p. m, "block prints" and re- charming luncheon Thursday aft
Miss Barbara Dwinal has re
This Item was found in a con spending a well earned vacation on william Orne,
Summer, to meet relatives and
Monhegan
to their fri»-i.ds at the
Owl's Head
hearsal for wedding ceremony, will ernoon
I Oerald Small.
Mrs June Kalloch and Miss Ber friends of her mother. Lady John turned from Kingsport, Tenn., to temporary newspaper: "Wit should the mainland.
Swuns Island
Copper Kettle, and cards at Mrs.
be order of the evening.
Mrs Eda I^adb-tter left Tliurs- shcrwixxt Wotton
Owl's Head
nice Ludwig were hostesses Wed ston Forbes-Robertson, the former make her home with her mother, be used as a shield for defense
Littlefields home. A beautifuUy
rather than a sword to wound day for an extended visit with her |-----------------nesday night at a surprise birth Gertrude Elliot of this city, and Mrs. Harriet Dwinal.
Opportunity Class will have a appointed table seated the several day party, in honor of Mr.s. Everett cousin of Mrs. Chatto. Present
F. eeman-Herrick Auxiliary will others." The author's name was brother. I-ee Wliilmore. who re- MEDOMAK
combination picnic and birthday meinbeis of tiie company. The cen Humphrey at her home in Glen were Mrs. Etta Sanborn, Mrs. Lottie meet Monday with Mrs. Callie ■'Fuller’’ which to this writer sides in the State of Washington. ,
Ma(W Osl„ of Rockland
party Wednesday night at the cot tral decoration cf the table was ef- Cove. Card, and Chinese checkers H. Hall. Miss Annie M. Frost. Mis Thompson at her home on Wash- sounds much like W O. Fuller's Mrs Uadbetier will be joined In vWted w(>n„y W,U) ,,er aunt Mrs
arranged
zinnias
and
tage. of Mis; Alice McIntosh, Holl- i fectlvely
Alice Erskine. Miss Mabel Spring. I ington street.
logic which has been spread abroad Portland by her niece Edna Water- c,ifford shlltnan
day Beach. Cars leave the church 1 snapdragons of gorgeously brilliant, were played, and delicious refresh Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs. Etta SanMiss Margaret Bromley has re through the press for over half a man who will make the trip with . Mr gnd Mrs p^ng Genthner
ments of
sandwiches, coffee,
at 6. Those not solicited are asked , very deep reds, with many other fall
brownies and ice cream topped with born. Miss Frances Chatto. Miss I '.urned to Wilmington, Del., where century.
n‘.r,
...
. 'spent Tuesday in Augusta.
to take sandwiches.
j flowers about the roam. After a
• • • •
Elizabeth Snow and Miss Ruth she attends school and ls a pupil
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd arc In , Mr and
j w
and
------------------j perfectly appointed and served a beautiful birthday cake, were
Thomas
J
Watson,
world
famed
town for a short stay. Mr. Ladd lhrce ch,,dren v,slted Surd
with
served. Several lovely gifts were Ward, representative of Mrs. W. O tn cello instruction of Orlando
Luziers fine cosmetics and per- luncheon, the ladies motored to the
Noblpboro.
presented to the honored guest, In Fuller, who were unable to attend. Cole, a mrmber of the Curtis captain of finance, president of has recently Been employed in Mrs. Emnia Wjnslow
fumes now distributed by Ingrid Talbct avenue heme of Mrs. LittleInternational Business Machines Massachusetts.
cluding one from her son, daugh Miss Erskine poured, and Mrs. Hall Siring Quartet.
Mrs. Claude Miller and daughter
Oath Nelson, 75 Granite St.. Tel. field, where card.; were enjoyed for
The 4-H Club girls will meet Corp., honorary president of the
ter-in-law and granddaughter of served. Vincent Sheehan Ls a fa
Ella and granddaughter o' Dutch
347-W.
108-1 i 1
DOOn, favors going to the
Concord, Mass., who were unable mous author and war correspond at the Grange hall. Tuesday at International Chimb?r o’ Com CLARK ISLAND
N< k were recent callers at Astor
------------------two highest and the two lowest
to be present. Guests present were ent, and is now in England, engaged 4 o'clock. Members are asked to merce. and oftime Camden visitor,
Mr. and Mr.s. Harry Peterson of Willeys.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for scores. Mrs. Charles Weyrocuth of
take
stories
of
the
season's
work
says:
“
Unsound
ecnromles
is
one
Wiley's Corner were guesLs Tues- I Mr and Mrs Emerson Simmons
Purs; Burdell s Dress Shop for I Fisherville Mass., was guest cf Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch, in covering the war for papers in
Mr. and Mrs. ’•n i Colson. Mr. and this country. Mrs. Sheehan also ' and record of work accomplished. of the major causes oi national day of Mrs. Jessie Williams.
, of Friendship pa."ed Sunday eveDresses. Complete stocks alwaj-s < honor. Gorgeous glads and pompom
Mrs. Everett Fernald, Mrs. Ochea made a short visit with another of Plans will be made for the local troubles. Thinking peoples must
Mrs. Dorothy Gross of Bel'ast ning at Freda Collamore’s.
on hand. New merchandise comir.g asters with other lovely flowers
work
together.''
contest
to
be
held
in
West
Rock

her
mother's
cousins,
Mrs.
Sadie
Sidensparker.
Mrs
Marguerite
has moved to Ri-hsrd Richards' | Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey visited
in every day at moderate prices, added to the charm of this beautiful
• • • •
port.
Harris, Mrs. Ethel Brown. Mrs. Lil Brewer, Stale street.
house formerly occupied by Ax<I Sunday with friends ln Friendship.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, home and delightful gathering of
"Not
what
we
hav?
cut
what
we
The Board of Dirctors of the
lian Krueger of Omaha. Neb.. Miss
Magr.usen.
| Miss Ethel Murray of Cambridge.
School street. Rockland.
107-tf ‘ friends.
use;
Chamber of Commerce met Thurs
Helen Pietrossi. Miss Bernice Lud HOPE
A farewell luncheon was hfld Mass., ls guest of her sister. Mrs.
Not
what
we
see.
but
what
we
day
night
at
the
Elm
street
school
wig, Gordon Scruton, Clarence
Thursday night at the vestry by the W H. Hurter.
Mr and Mrs. H. B. Wilder Capt. building. Activities of the past
choose;
Oliver of Rahway, N. J., Miss Eliza
and Mrs. H. Bancroft Wilder. Jr., Jummer were reviewed and plans These are the things that mar or Sunday Schocl teachers in honor I Mrs. Lester Simmons and three
beth
Sukeforth
and
Everett
SUNDAY. MONDAY, TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY
of Miss Margaret McKnight and i ch.l Iren spent the past week in
and Miss Ernestine Wilder of New- for the future outlined. A report
bless—
Humphrey. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Mrs. Beatrice Brown. The color Lewiston.
York
were
recent
visitors
in
totfn
The
sum
of
human
happiness."
on the new fire escapes at the
Ludwig of Hope were unable to at
scheme was in pink, white and blue. | Mrs. Dnro'hy Prior of Waldo• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Osman True of High School was given by George
tend. Pictures were taken by Mr.
Miss McKnight and Mrs. Brown boro recently visited her sister,
r< - H. Thomas. Percy Keller reported
New
York
passed
a
few
days
Josie:
"What
is
a
harmonica.
Oliver.
received presents from the teach- Mrs. Annie Genthner.
cently with Mr. and Mrs. L. p an the proposed hand weaving pro Jimmie?”
ers and the community. There
M s. Gladys Sr.lcnberger and son
True.
Jimmy:
“
Oh,
a
com
on
the
cob.
ject. It was decided to have a
present were Misses Arlene Morri- have returned to Winchester. Va.
Miss Gertrude Hardy has re- banquet this year for the annual set to music, I guess."
Sunday and Monday
son. Harriett Johnson, Dorothy | Hartwell Sartrr spent last week• • • •
turned to her school at Sebago for meeting and David Crockett will
Jackson. Frances Caven. and Selina end with friends in Massachusetts.
About
over
are
the
County
Fairs
her second year.
again be the chairman. The Di
Blomberg. Miss McKnight and | Miss Bertha Meserve has closed
LOVE ... driven into
of
the
Down
East
section.
Do
School opened this year with Mrs. rectors had an opportunity to look
the shadow* of tho
Crockett taking the place of Mrs. over the newspapers and clippings people heie show the world how Mrs Brown will be sadly missed her cottage and returned to Milton,
(
midnight sun!
Mass.
Bernice Robbins who is teaching at of the Secretary, showing the vast ■ t0 Produce Juicy vegetables and in the community.
Appleton High School this year. amount of publicity Cr.mden has . luscious fruits! In its brief seaRepublic Pictures
Mrs. Goodwin takes Miss Frost's received this past season. A meet- sons and rocky, almost loamless
place in the lower grades.
ing of the Town Budget Committee acres- '•>«* do! In n° src,lor‘ can
Miss Wilma True left' Monday next Monday night to consider swett corn measure up to Maine’s.
for her second year at Gorham zoning was announced.
No step should be left undone
Normal School.
•
A thrilling adventure picture of
Vinal Hardy is a freshman this Privatecricg days, "Tlie Sea Hawk" bv the American Government to
bring home to tlie German mind
vear at U. of M.
starring Errol Flynn and Brenda
Thimble Club met Thursday Marshall, will appear at the that Hitlerism alone 'lands in the
way of European peace and that
with Miss Mary Bills.
Comique Theatre Sunday and Mon
durable peace settlement
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson, Jr. day. The double feature program a, Just and
,
...
..
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lud tody includes "20 Mule Team" and ,
bolical obstacle ls removed from
wig enjoyed a recent motor trip to "Saps at Sea."
the path of Justice, honor and
the Moosehead Lake region.
good will among men.
The local YP.C.U. held a get• • • •
Dance to George Goodie's cele trgether social last Wednesday night
Frederick Judd Waugh, 79, who
brated music tonight at Oakland. at the Country Club. Jack Lowe,
Entire net proceeds to Rockland with Doug Cooper as assistant, di was known the world over for his
great prowess as a painter, has
Nursing Association. •
/
rected the games and introduced d'i;5',uJs"h';me”n"M^s'a'e'hu3e'tU.
several new- dances. Refreshments His mar,ne
intings are in al.
were contributed and served by sev- mott
mujeum of nQte in the
eral of the mrmbers of tlie social world. In 1929 the Palmer Memo
committee. Members turrned out rial Marine Prize of $1,000 was
GRAPHIC'S
_ nearly lOC'Z strong and most cf awarded to him by tlie National
i them had guests. This social was
Academy of Design.
the largest put on by the Y.P.
• * • •
_ ,
THEA1RE
T ,
Camden
Ic, 2519 ‘ j C.U. alone, to date. Thank, go to
Tire allied world should join with
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln McRae lor England in prayer fcr peace each
the very kind use of tiie Country day.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
| Club and those who contributed
• • • ♦
ERROL FLYNN
cars for the occasion.
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow. Rock
(His Greatest Performance!
land's Summer neighbor, has
BRENDA MARSHALL
joined the advisory board of the
6S527 • Vou’U
(A Comer—Wa tell Her)
Associated Willkie Clubs of Ameri
rf
rf s'meh
ca and she will do effective work
“THE SEA HAWK”
rf
as always when she takes a hand.
walnut Bnjn• • • •
speaker and a
TONIGHT
There was one Thomas Fuller

Mrs. Amy Keniston Williamson j
returned today from a few weeks
vacation in Cincinnati, Ohio, where
'he has been the guest of her
brother, Frederick A. Keniston, a
manufacturing department execu
tive of the Proctor & Gamble Com
pany. During this time she mo
tored over 6000 miles in 18 different
states.

Mrs. Harry L. Oilladet’.e cf Norwich, N. Y„ is the guest of her sister
Miss Nettie Jordan.

Tel. 713

THEY’RE ALL IN
ONE PICTURE...

Dll

IJ J

ComiquE !

BIG BARGAIN SHOW!
WALLACE BEEItY
in "20 MULE TEAM"
LAUREL AND HARDY
“SAPS AT SEA”
Special Color Classic
Short Subject

BIG CASH NIGHT, $350

—— WHO
as,™

KATHERINE’S
BEAUTY SHOP
6G6 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
(FLAKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120

Katherine Small, Prop.
111‘lt

who gave to the world much good
advice and here is a sample: "If
you have knowledge, let others light
their candles by it."
• • • •
Marriages have more than
doubled since this time last year
in Boston, due largely to pending
Army conscriptions.

mmne
music co.
1,1
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Every-Other-Day

“GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST”

Follow The Trend

PORT CLYDE

Rev Herbert Elwell of Tenant)
Mrs. Vida Mehuren and son Ro
Harbor preached Sunday at th
land of New Harbor spent last
Rorkland League of
Advent Christian Church ln th
week with her mother, Mrs. Mil
Women Voters
absence of the pastor. Rev. Harr L
An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
dred Hemenway.
Daniels
R
by John M. Richardson
Dr. Ralph Howes of North Caro
Miss Constance Roach of Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmon I
lina called on Miss Belle Lowell and
IB--------------------------------- ------ --------------------------------- -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------ington. D. C., organization secretary and daughter have returned froit j
W. C. Creamer recently.
of the National League of Women a tew days' vMt ln Massachusetb V
Mr. and Mrs. W. 6 Galloway of1
Voters, was guest speaker Wednes
Merrill Chadwick and Charlt ?
Rutherford, N. J. were recent'
day afternoon at a tea and meeting,, Kinney recently went to Connect! I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
held at the home of Mrs. Horatio cut to seek employment.
|
Nixon.
Cowan, Talbot avenue. Her topic
Mr.s. Ada Brennan who has bee’, j
Mrs. Julia Wentworth, Mrs. Belle
"What Women May Contribute to visiting relatives ln Massachusetts ,
Howes and Miss Frances Mayhew
a Democratic Government" held has returned home.
attended Waldo Pomona Grange
many interesting points, and offered
Mrs Jane Simmons is home
which met recently with Mystic
explanation to new members pres
from The Lucette in Thomaston
Grange of Belmont.
ent of the meaning and activities
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